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CHAPTEK l
INTRODUCTION
A study of the different ways man
earns his living is most facir.ating. Especially
is this true when it is found that in this activity
certain practices are -iven sanction by society
to the exclusion of others. The practices that
.
lead to the greatest returns are not always the
ones accepted. A variety of activities, each con-
sidered ethical by some groups but not by others
are at work side by side. What should cause these
differences under apparently the same environment?
It is the purpose of this paper to discover
what are the selective agencies that choose one
form of activity at the exclusion of ot-'ers. When
once we have discovered those influences which beat?
most directly on the dictation of pursuits, the
question arises as to which sanction bears the
most weight. In the field of economics, what are
the selective elements and are they of eoual impor-
tance? If not, what one or ones are of the most
important and what causes them to be important?
Our proble is more deeply involved than will
be answered by a general survey of the economic
-1-
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activity of mankind. The limit of this investi-
gation is to bhat type of activity spoken of as
capitalistic enterprise. But capitalism has existed
from ancient times in one form or another. During
the latter Middle Ages and the early Reformation
a radical change in the form of activity - in
man's effort to make a living - occurred. Out
of this change grew a new commercial age, rore
prosperous than any preceding. Within this change
the new capitalism found its first appearance.
Our problem is to find what cause or causes were
most influential in bringing forth this new capit-
alism. Can the real motivations be traced to one
single factor as the ultimate cause of this new
creation or was the past and the contemporary
environment eoually important in all of its
influences?
One of the greatest peculiarities of our problem
is that at the dawn of capitalism revolutionary
changes were tearing at the very roots of the trad-
itional intellectual, social, political, and rel-
igious systems and transformations amd readjustments
were being made in those fields, also. Our problem
is made more difficult by the fact that the changes
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did not always coincide. The question arises as
to whether there was some common cause of these
changes or whether within one the keystone was to
be found, or whether tjiey were mutually responsible
for the capitalism that resulted. So we are con-
fronted with the problem as to what caused these
convulsions in what was apparently a stabilized
civilization
•
This inquiry will be made on the basis of the
work of two students in this field. Max .Weber,
after very careful survey of the entire field de-
clares that the sanction given by religion is
such that without it the change would not nave
1
taken place. But Lhere is a difference in the rel-
igious sanctions of business. Among different
sects varying ethical standards were built aionnd
their doctrines, Catholicism, the faith of the
Middle Ages, supported the traditional capitalis-
tic spirit and bitterly opposed any change from it.
Among those groups breaking away f om the Roman
Church the new capitalism received varrying degrees
of sanct ification. Theological confirmation was
most satisfactory within the Calvinistic groups.
Within the idea of the calling, as interpreted by
Calvin and his followers, rational capitalistic
1. Weber. Max. The P rotes bant htnic and the Spirit
of Capitalism. p. 172.
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enterprise not only was encouraged but to an
extent enforced upon the individuals. Calvinism
furnished the sanction which popularized worldly
activity. It was considered a glorification of God.
The new commercial life was moulded and encouraged
1
by the "Protestant Ethic." Weber does not attempt
to discuss other influences that were at the same
time moulding capitalism, lie is convinced that the
the influence
"Protestant Ethic" was Oof primary importance and
confines his survey to the discussion of its devel-
opment and results. So important is his work in
this field we shall use his beok entitled "The
Protestant Ethic as one of the chief sources of
this investigation.
Since Weber's book appeared much has been
written to show the influence of other changes
that were taking place on the rise of capitalism.
One of the most fruitful of these investigations is
a • H. xawney's book, Religion and the idse of
2
Capitalism
. He emphasizes, in this book, the belief
that the new form of capitalism was a rekindled
emphasis in ,ho older system, the change being
wrougnt by the transformation in all fields of expression.
1. vVeber, iuax. ±he Protestant jathic and he Spirit
of Capitalism . New lork: Chas . Scribner's Sons.
2. xawney, k. K. Religion And The iVise Of Capitalism
New lork: Hareourt , ^r«ce and .o.
1
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Religion was not more important tiian one other
influences, in faet^ giver, certain conditions the
new capitalistic age would have developed regard-
less of the presence of an ethical sanction. He
also traces the influence of the Koman and Anglican
Churches, both failed to see the possibilities
within the rising bourgeoisie class and the capit-
alistic enterprises. Luther's reform was but of
little monsequence in this matter. Tawney real-
izes that within Calvinism, later Puritanism espec-
ially, the capitalistic spirit rftf.found its most
perfect expression. The latter, he believes, was
as much moulded by as it was an influence in mould-
ing the :.ew capitalism.
Many others have approached this problem and
attempted to find which sanction was the most impor-
tant. They come to a variety of conclusions.
Among the most important works that have come to
my attention are those by yVerner Sombart and Lujo
Brentano. Both of these writers greatly influenced
Tawney. Sombart has written one book, differing in
1
conclusions from his other v/orks, showing the Jew
as responsible for the present capitalistic system.
This work, inspired by Weber's Protestant Ethic
tracers the ethical influences of Judaism mueh as
V/eber does Calvinism. Perhaps the most fruitful
1. See Sombart, vVerner: The Jew and Modern Canita lism .
London: J .Fisher Unwin.
t
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findings other than Weber's are thcse/6f Professor
1
Troeltsch. in h^s writings he traces the influence
of an ethic on the rise of capitalism and comes to
very much the same conclusions ahat Weber reaches.
Is the emphasis given by Weber justifiable?
Or are Tavmey's conclusions more in keeping with
facts? In this paper v/e shall attempt to find which
of these viewpoints can be substantiated. We shall
endeavor to see what influenced man's economic act-
ivity at the dawn of modern capitalism and the
relative importance of contemporary influences.
In order to clarify the arguments presented
by Tawney and Weber I will make short summaries
of each book in the two following chapters. Weber's
work is necessarily the foundation of this thesis.
As much care and Interest is taken in presenting
Tawney' s complete discussion as there is in Leber's
although it involves repitition in matters that are
not of great importance to this paper. They are in-
cluded to enable Tawney to present his position in-
dependently of Weber's work. Only after such a
presentation »are we able to consider the merits
of the two works and draw our conclusions as to
which writer is most justified in his position.
1. Troeltsch, Ernst Protestant Progress New Y Grk:
Williams and Norgate.
The Social Teachings of the Christian Church
New York: Macmillan Co.
I
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Tawney, aside from his book itself, makes three
f/ormal criticisms of Weber's work. Je shall com-
pare the two books and consider these criticisms
in chapter four of this paper. In the last
chapter the final evaluation is made. Weber is
criticized by many recent writers. Their criticisms
are weighed. Weber's thesis meets the final test:
Is the MProtestant Ethic" responsible for modern
capitalism? Does Weber's view-point need to be
modified? Is Tawney' s modification justified?
1
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CHAPTER II
WEBER'S "PROTESTANT ETHIC."
THE"SPIRIT OF CAPITALISM"
A two-fold purpose underlies Mr. Weber's probing
into the modern Capitalistic System. He is aware of
the presence of cultural phenomena in Western civil-
ization that"lie;g in the line of development having-
universal significance and value," His first purpose
is to point out that phenomena to us. The second
comes as a natural consequence of the first. Real-
izing there can be no effect without a cause, it is
likewise his purpose to disentangle from the inter-
woven complexities of history those circumstances
or groups of circumstances to which this ohenomenal
peculiarity may logically be attributed.
Mr. Weber is aware that the Occident is not
author of the sciences and the inventions - the
sole benefactor of the human race. Within the ancient
cultures of India, and China is to be found the pri-
mary knowledge in mathematics, medicine, art, architec-
ture, printing, systems of education, and chemistry.
Capitalism was present in this early civilization.
Blessed with the knowledge of such cultural phenom-
ena the Orient had promises of unlimited strides for-
ward. But the Orient has neglected the further dev-
elopment of these unusual products of its early
1.Weber. Op. Oit. p. 13.
It
civilization. The reasons are deep-seated. The em-
pirical technique employed was insufficient. Ration-
alization was lacking. When these phenomena were
introduced to the West the logical minds systematized
and rationalized them and revolutionary advances
resulted.
The phenomena with which Weber is most concerned
is Capitalism. Capitalism as the "adaptation of
economic action to a comparison of money income with
money expenses" has existed in every civilized country
of the world; China, Egypt, Babylonia; in antiquity,
during the Middle Ages and in Modern times. "The Cap-
italistic enterprise and the capitalistic entrepre-
neur," occasional and regular, "are very old and
very widespread." Merchants, with their equipment
of vessels and caravans were great speculators, as
were banks and other agencies that aided in the bus-
iness transactions. Colonial enterprises: wars, slave
trade, etc. were financed with great risk. Frequently
force/ was used and gains were made in the form of
booty, trade-rights, etc. Capitalism differed in the
various cultures in form only: "the adventurer type,
capitalism in trade, war, politics, or administra-
2
tion as source of gain."
1. Weber, Op. Cit. pp,19f.
2. Ibid. p. 23.
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In so far as speculation was involved (and the
above was largely speculative, save for certain prac-
tices of the banks) Weber believes it to be a differ-
ent form of capitalistic enterprise, at best, than
he is considering in his study. Capitalistic econ-
omic action is based on the expectation of profit
resulting from the "utilization of opportunities for
exchange, that is on (formally) peaceful chances of
profit Acquisition by force has laws of its own
so must be considered separately. Weber's interest
is wi£h "legal capitalism."^" The latter resolves
itself into a rational capitalistic acquisitive pur-
suit, where both gooda and services are utilized
systematically to produce a balance favorable to the
2
enterprise. In fact, Weber excludes the irrational
or the "impulse to acquisition, pursuit of gain,
of money, of the greatest possible amount of money,"
from his definition of capitalism as he uses it in
this treatise. The earlier form of capitalism, "un-
limited greed for gain, is not the least identical ttiri/h, -UjlZL •
with capitalism and is still less its spirit." In
fact, "capitalism may even be identified with the
reatraint, or at least a rational tempering, of this
irrational impulse." That which is truly capitalistic
n is identical with the pursuit of profit, and forever
1« Ibid. p. 18. Lujo Brentano includes much more in his
discussion of Caoitalism than does Weber. See p. 105
2. Ibid. p. 18.
<
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renewed profit, by means of continuous, rational,
capitalistic enterprise ." In the midst of such a
system, he who is not taking advantage of the oppor-
tunities for profit-making is already doomed."'"
Capitalism, then, is a Modern Occidental devel-
opment. In the wake of its development is found "the
rational capitalistic organization of (formal) free
labour," peculiar to the Occident and to recent times
in the strict sense of the word. From it has emerged
a "rational industrial organization, attuned to a
regular market." Free labor came with the separation
of business from the household. It gave rise to a
rational system of book-keeping. Together they made
possible exact calculation. All of these were steps
2
toward a rational capitalistic system.
Weber does not go deeper into the presentation
of his first major interest. He arrives at his
first goal by making possible the limitation of his
discussion to that particular form of capitalism most
responsible for the economic system of the present.
His contribution must be interpreted in that light.
In his own words the discussion of capitalism involves
the probing into "the origin of this sober bour-
geois capitalism with its rational organization of
free labour. Or in terms of cultural history, the
problem., is that of the origin of the capitalistic
1. Ibid. p. 17. 2. Ibid. p. 21. Parenthesis
is Weber * s
.
<*
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organization of labour, but... not quite the same"
A^fU jujM.
(since bourgeois as a class existed prior to this jj^p
type of capitalism in the Western Hemisphere)."'"
But to what is this phenomenal development to
be attributed? It is not the "development of technical £>vUi.
possibilities" but peculiarities of the social
structure that encouraged the development of Capital-
ism. Not all parts of the social structure have
been equally influential in this development. Among
the most important stand the "rational structures of
law and administration." Economic rationalism dep-
ends (partly) on "rational technique and law, (but)
it is at the same time determined by the ability
and disposition of men to adopt certain types of
practical rational conduct .. .Magical and religious
forces, and the ethical ideas of duty based upon
them, have in the past always been among the most
3
important formative influences on conduct."
The influences or circumstances exerting unusual
pressure on the society producing capitalism are,
therefore, numerous and extremely complex. Many
influences have not hitherto been suggested, among
which is heredity. The discussion of such a scien-
tific field belongs to another realm of interest.
Weber believes he has found the domineering influence
1.
2.
3.
Ibid. P. 24.
Ibid. See £.24.
Ibid. p. 27.
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to be other than this. In his study he points out
that it is the force of ethical ideas on conduct. To
substantiate this, his second purpose, he shows
what effect ethical ideas have had upon conduct and
which ideas have heen conducive to the spirit of
capitalism. As a good scientist he, seeing the
results, attempts to trace back to the cause or
causes of his environment.
"RisilGiOIJS IFPILIATIOl AKD SuCIaL STRATIFICATION"
Present day^" Protestants in Germany are finan-
cially more prosperous than their Catholic neighbors.
Whether their environment corresponds and irregardless
of blood relationships it is found that Protestants
2lead in economic ability and results. The reasons
for ohxs are many.
At the time of Luther's break with the Catholic
Church the reformers were fortunate in attracting to
their support many of the free cities which were by
natural endowments and location the more prosperous
cities of Germany. That wealth has remained largely
under the control of the Protestants, a condition that
would not necessarily follow. Usually wnen a people
are subjected politically, as the Catholics are in
these Protestant provinces, the lesser group makes
1. Present day has reference to the period in late
history just prior to Weber's writing of his book.
2. Weber. Op. Cit. pp.35f.
1
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trenuous efforts to recompense the one disadvantage
by unceasing effort to dominate economically. No
such effort has been made on the part of the Catholics.
Many differing considerations point to this truth, for
example: Ratner t_an an agressive attitude the Cath-
olics haver favored remaining in the old line of
employment. They hafre been content ..'ith the old
crafts. A markedly greater percent of Protestant
craftsmen willingly attached tnenselves to the new
forms of economic activity. As a result they are
to be found in position of domination in the progressive
enterprises, xhis phenomena may be li&ked up with a
similar observation in the field of education. The
education of the Protestants has been found to be
more favorable to commercial training. They receive
not only a longer period of education than the Cath-
olics but also a more practical. The Catholics
lave favored humanistic training and confine their
schooling, largely to that interest."*"
Attempts have been made to delegate these dif-
ferences to the "greater indifference toward the good
things of this world.'1 of the Catholics and the pro-
nounced "secularization of ideals"among the Protestants.
T&is is no proof for Mr. Weber cites instances where
the situation is directly reversed. Yet it vim gener-
ally conceded, even by Catholic Spain that Protestan-
tism carried certain advantages in trade she, being
1. Ibid. p. '38. 2. Ibid. p. 40. 3. Ibid. p.42f
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a Catholic country, could not enjoy. The reason for
the difference is difficult to find. Wetoer concludes
that "the spirit of hard work, of progress ,.. .the
awakening of which one is inclined to ascribe to
Protestantism, must not be understood, as there is a
endency to do, as joy of living nor in any other sense
as connected with the Enlightenment. The old Prot-
estantism of Luther, Calvin, Knox, Voet, has precious
little to do with what to-day is called progress, to
Whole aspects of modern life.. .it was directly hostile.
If any inner relationship between certain expressions
of the old Protestant spirit and modern capitalistic
culture is to be found, we must attempt to find it,
for better or worse, not in its illeged more or less
materialistic or at least anti-ascetic joy of living
but in its purely religious characteristics." ^
WHAT IS "THE CAPITALISTIC SPIRIT?"
The religious attitude of Catholics was different
thai the religious attitude of Protestants toward the
new economy. When Jacob Fugger remarked that "he
wanted to make money as long as he could," he was ex-
pressing the common attitude held among all capitalists
outside the pale of Protestantism and very likely
included many of the Protestant capitalists. It was
an expression of "commercial daring and a personal
1. Ibid. pp.44f.
("I
dis-
inclination morally neutral."
1 Quite a different
spirit prompted the Protestants to enter into economic
activity, Weber cites a quotation from Benjamin
Franklin as an example of the ethical prompting of
Protestantism. Franklin believed that "time is money.
He that can earn ten shillings a day by his labour,
and* goes abroad, or sits idle, one half of that day,
though he spends but sixpence during his diversion
or idleness, ought not to reckon that the only ex-
pense; he has really spent, or rather thrown away,
five shillings besides."
Likewise Franklin believed that "credit is money.
If a man lets his money lie in his hands after it is
due, he gives me the interest, or so much as I can
make during that time.... The sound of your hammer
at five in the morning, or aight at night, heard by
a creditor, mekes him easy six months longer; but
if he sees you at a billiard-table, or hears your
voice at a tavern, when you should be at work, he
sends for his money the next day; demands it, before
he can receive it, in a lump He who spends a groat
a day idly, (or wastes idly a groat's worth of his
time per day) spends idly above six pounds a year,
which is the price for the use of one hundred pounds...
Money is of the prolific, generating nature. Money
can beget money, and its offsoring can beget more,
1. Ibi'do .p. 51.
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and so on. Five shillings turned in six, turned
again it ws seven and threepence, and so on, till
it becomes a hundred pounds.... He that kills a breed-
ing sow, destroys all her off-spring to the thousandth
generation, ^e that murders a crown, destroys all
that it might have produced, even scores of pounds.""'"
Eere is a spirit entirely different than Fugger's
and absent from capitalism of earlier ages and in
the Orient even today. It belongs to modern capit-
alism (as Weber defines it). Through it men have been
stirred to greater commercial activity. The prompting
in modern capitalism "takes on the character of an
2
ethically colored maxim for the conduct of life."
Utilitarianism colors^ and has colored all moral atti-
tudes. According to Franklin " virtues ... are only in
so far virtues as they are actually useful to the in-
dividual, and the surrogate of mere appearance is
always sufficient when it accomplishes the end in view.
Economic activity pursued legally has been, therefore,
a primary demand of the inner man, "the result and
the expression of virtue and prof icienc:,r in his calling
The words often quoted by Franklin: "Seest thou a
man diligent in his business? He shall stand before
4
kings," are representative of this spirit.
1. Ibid. ppf«8ff.
3. Ibid. pp.52ff.
2. Ibid. p. 52.
4. Proverbs 22:29.
ri
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The strongest foe of the youthful heresy in
economics was traditionalism. Any new situation or
system introduced in the very beginning of modern
capitalism met with a definite reaction from both
t le existing economic order and the Church. A spirit
of satisfaction reigned supreme: people were willing
to remain in whatever condition they found themselves.
The laborers earned just enough to sustain them and
enable them to enjoy their customary practices. The
merchants were content to maintain their businesses
with little attempt to expand them although there
were some individual merchants who accumulated vast
fortunes. They were among the promoters of that form
of capitalism that existed prior to the Reformation.
It belonged to traditionalism. Greed and selfishness
were motivating forces rather than those promptings
of the later capitalists which we shall speak of later.
Such a spirit is expressed by the Dutch sea-captain
who "would go through hell for gain, even though he
scorched his sails ."^ In practice, this type capital-
ist allowed no moral scruples to limit his activity.
Theoretically it was condemned on bwery hand; by the
Church (which was the primary agent of society) and
by the traditional business-men. The Church made
historical pronouncements against this sin - the sin
of avarice.
1. Weber. Op. Cit. p. 57.
(1
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Had the progress of modern capitalism been de-
termined by its ability to break into the center of
traditionalism^al^e* the financial center of the world,
Florence, at the time it made its debut into economic
theory its success would have been greatly hindered
if not altogether impossible. Further away from the
center of economic activity it was more readily accepted,
especially two centuries later when the frontiers of
the New World, by their very nature, called upon man
to exert himself to the full, not for the profit in-
volved but because it was his duty to his comrades
who were dependent upon the total exertion of his
powers to make their struggle against the wilds suc-
cessful.
In the Old World-tthe failure of laborers and
business men to encorporate ethical principles later
voiced by Ben j . Franklin proved a serious handicap to
the advance of modern capitalism. Those attracted Vy
the ethical motivation were men who had greater vision
not unscrupulous individuals: "men who had grown up
in the hard school of life, calculating and daring at
the same time, above all temperate and reliable,
shrewd and completely devoted to their business, with
strictly bourgeois opinions and principles
.
w Those
who did adopt it have become the progressive peoples
Ibid. o.69.
r
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of the world, economically. Thowe who failed to
adjust uheir practices to its demands hre the backward
peoples of today. So modern capitalism was made
possible by manls growing consciousness of ethical
ideas coupled with circumstances which permitted
their application.
The ethical dominates capitalistic activity at
the present, Mr. .,eber believes, for laborers are
found at their work because it is their duty to earn
all the'y can. Enterpreneurs are competing with each
other for supremacy because it is their desire to be
at the top of the ladder. Diligence in all labor,
whether for private gain or for public good is deman-
ded by the system. Man's daily aonduct is controlled
by the ethos although in many cases it has not retained
1
the accompanying religious aspect.
l.Ibid. p. 72. The economic system of today may appear
as a system of adaptation. MThe capitalistic system
so needs this devotion to the calling of money making,
it is an attitude toward material goods which ia so
well suited to that system, so intimately bound up with
conditions of survival in the economic struggle for ex-
istence, that there can to-day no longer be any auestion
of a necessary connection of that acquisitive manner of
life with any single Weltanschauung . In fact, it no
longer needs the support of any religious forces, and
feels the attempts of religion to influence economic
life, in so far as they can still be felt at all, to
be as much an unjustified interference as its regulat-
ion of the State."
f•
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Sombart believes that economic rationalism is
the most characteristic note of economic life today.
His view is well supported by the complexity and
accuracy of modern economy. Calculation has stepped
into the place once occupied by speculation and labor
finds itself in a rational organization. But to say
that this is a product of the rationalistic philosophy
of recent years is not supported by Mr. Weber. That
it does belong to the movement of rationalization
which has swept over the world - finding expression
in different phenomena - Weber does accept. Within
each rational system, however, naturally falls much
that is of itself irrational. In the face of these
truths Weber defines his problem to be "to find out
whose intellectual child the particular concrete
form of rational thought was, from fchich the idea of
a calling and the devotion to labour in the calling
has grown, which is, as we have seen, so irrational
from the standpoint of purely eudaemonis tic self-
interest, but which has been and still is one of the
most characteristic elements of our capitalistic
culture. (The chief interest lies with )the origin
of precisely the irrational element which lies in this
.A
as in every conception of a calling."
1. Ibid. p. 78.
r
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THE "SPIRIT OP CAPITALISM" AMONG THE REFORM GROUPS
LUTHERANISM
It was in Lutheranism the break with traditional
thinking was first to be noticed. Martin Luther coined
the word beruf
,
translated calling, to express his
religious conception of a task as "set" by God. Prior
to his intorduction of the word Bin his translation
of the Bible no corresponding word had existed in
any known language and is not to be found in lan-
of
guagesj predominately Catholic peoples today. It is
found in every Protestant tongue. Within the idea of
the calling is the belief that fulfillment of one's
duty in worldly activity is the highest form of moral
obligation of the individual. For the Lutherans and
all those who adopted. it it surplanted the traditional
belief that worldly activity was a thing of the flesh,
although willed by God. So the Lutheran justification
1
of worldly activity was of greatest importance.
Monastic asceticism, under traditionalism had
caileo. men to an ascetic/ life apart from the world.
Luther revolted against this practice. He a> nsidered
it as "devoid of value as a means of justification
before God." Withdrawal from temporal obligations
was selfishness. Brotherly love could best be expressed
1. Ibid. pp.79ff
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in labor in a calling, especially since by division
of labor everyone 1 s work was of equal significance
befox-e God. God appointed each man to his task, irres-
pectivie of its apparent significance. It was con-
sidered necessary, therefore, for the individual to
remain once and for all-time) in the same station or
calling in which God had placed him, and should restrain
from worldly activity within the limits imposed by
his established station in life. w This led to"absolute
obedience to liod's will, with absolute acceptance of
1
things as they were,"
Martin Luther departs just far enough from trad-
itionalism to glorify woeldly activity, as is shown
above. His condemnation of the practices of usury,
coupled with other of his actions leads Weber to
conclude that he would not have given support to Franklin's
pronouncements that have been previously encorporated
in this paper, to the contrary, Luther maintained the
traditionalist ic viewpoint that "everyone should abide
in his living and let the godless run after gain."^
So the departure was not as pronounced as it is some-
times pictured. Had not Calvinism followed closely
upon Luther's reform movement that which had been
gained might have been swollowed up in the reaction.
Within Lutheranism the seed wa^own. Calvin cultivated
it into a productive plant.
1. Ibid. pp.84f. 2. p. 83.
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Neither Luther nor later reformers were interested
in the idea of the calling from the economic point
of view. The reformers were interested in saving
souls, not in recasting society, ethically. Weber
concludes that "the cultural consequences of the Refor-
mation were to a great extent, perhaps in the partic-
ular aspects with which we are dealing predominantly,
unforseen and even unwished for results of "the labours
of the reformers. They were often far removed from
or even in contradiction to all that they themselves
thought to attain.""'" Nevertheless from the Keformation
came certain characteristic/ features which directly
influenced this culture. Capitalism might have app-
eared, in fact in certain forms it did exist, without
religions prompting, but Weber wishes to "ascertain
whether and t o what extent religious forces have
taken part in Lke qualitative formation and the quan-
titative expaniion of that spirit over the world...
(and) what concrete aspects of our capitalistic cul-
ture cc~n be traced to them. u ^
CALVINISM
The influence of four fdjfas of ascetic Protestant-
ism: Calvinism I especially 17th century;, Pietism,
^ethodism, and Sects growing out of the Baptist Movement
1. Ibid. p. 89. 2. Ibid. p. 91
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on the rise of capitalism is considered very important
by Weber. The lines of demarcation between all forms
of Protestantism is not always distinct. Doctrines
were found in strange combinations, within as well as
among the Protestant groups. Ethical ideas were com-
bined withX a variety of doctrinal foundations. Not
withstanding the similarities there were differences
in conduct. Moral conduct was not directed as greatly
by the influence of disciplines or sermons as it was by
thoseMpsychological sanctions which, originating in
religions, gave a direction to practical conduct and
held the individual to $t #* Weber peers into the
doctrines of these organizations to uncover the rel-
igious ideas which underlied such sanctions.
Calvinism was known for its propagation of the
doctrine of predestination, its relationship to the
ethical idea of one's calling is significant, although
it is not found on the surface. ±t was modified by
the Calvinistic concept of God. The Father-God of
the New Testament, rejoicing over the repent nee of a
sinner, was unsatisfactory to Calvin. Such an idea
assumed too much knowledge. To the Calvin ist God was
a transcendental being, positively beyond human under-
standing. Man was insignificant in bis sight. He
was made for God, not God for man. God's ways wore
1. Ibid. pp.95ff.
1
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were determined and unalteraole. The Lutheran unio
toystic
a
was impossible. God was known only as they
were aware of him working through them. They were
not mystical "vessel (s) of the Holy Spirit" as Luther
believed but "toolvs) of the Divine will." The world
was made for God and not God for the world. The
abyss was unbridgable. According to Calvin "some men
and angels are predestinated unto everlasting life,
and other foreordained to everlasting death.""'"
There was no possible way of the damned being trans-
ferred into the ranks of the elect. "God's g£ace is,
since His decrees cannot change as impossible for
tnose to whom He nas granted it to lose as it is vm*
attainable for those to whom He has denied it."^
True faith was She basis for one's assuming
that he was ranked among the elect. Such faith co Id
not be attained by mystical rites preformed by nriests
or by the confessional I for ualvin trusted noone but
crOd with the secrets of his life), which was "the
periodical discharge of the emotional sense of sin."
The sacriment of absolution as a mystical means of
attaining salvation found -no place in Calvinism.
Emotionalism of no form was accepted. Sensuous and
emotional elements did not attribute to salvation
and were causes of illusions and idolatrous super-
stitions. Rationalization led to true faith through
1. Ibid. p. 100. 2. Ibid. p. 104
i
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spiritual isolation and not the Church. "Faith had
to be proved by its objective results in order to
provide a firm foundation for the certitude salauis . *
Later Calvinism modified this view. They substituted
two different attitudes. According to the first, one
must consider himself chosen and combat all doubts as
temptations of the devil. Such an attitude was found
among the Puritan merchants of history. The second
2
attitude called for an "intense worldly activity" as
the most suitable means to attain self-confidence.
Through constant activity religious doubts Were dissolved
and certainty of grace was attained.
But this self-confidence was a selfish attainment.
It gained individual assurance but only at the expense
of all consideration for others. It was spiritual
isolation outv/ardly expressed in activity. The
gift of grace could not be modified by man's cooper-
ation with God or by works or faith. It was determined
beforehand. Labor in one's calling, by both elect and
damned, was for the glorification of God. The damned
were only apparently glorifying God. The sanctified
were alone capable of really augmenting god's glory.
According to Calvin no outward difference in dilli-
gence or spirit would have any bearing on their elec-
tion. But here again the later followers disagreed
with him. They believed the state of grace coulg be
1. Ibid. p. 114. 2. Ibid, pp.lllf.
the Oh
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recognized in a nan's dilligence. Good works might
"be useless in attaining salvation but as w'eber says,
they were "indespensible as a sign of election. .God
helps those who help themselves.""'" At least the later
Calvinists did make discrimination against those they
considered among the damned and closed the communion
table to them.
Since the world existed for the glory of God, Chris-
tian labor in these callings should be and would natur-
ally be of social significance. The personally moti-
vated brotherly love found in Lutheranism was lacking.
In so far as activity in their callings was service
in the interest of rational organization and social
environment it was indirectly (and impersonal) bro-
therly love. "The conflict between the individual
and the ethic did not exist for Calvinism, although
it placed the individual entirely, on his own respon-
sibility in religious matters... The source of util-
itarian character of Calvinistic ethics lies here and
important peculiarities of the Calvinistic idea of
the calling were derived from the same source as well."^
the Orient have never found a foot-hold in the rtest.
A monastic system developed in the Catholic Church
but Luther, as has been observed above, denounced it
as an institution. Calvin's attitude was very similar*
monastic ism of
1. Ibid, pp.llif. 2. p. 109 .
»
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He made greater use of its valuable ideas. Neither
of these reformers were without sympathy for the
ascetic movement. They considered the renunciation
of the world to be unnecessary. The purpose of mon-
astic asceticism was to free man from all in life
that was irrational and worldly. It subjected a man
to a purposeful will, was of greatest value in aid-
ing one to have constant self-control. Furthermore
ethical consequences were determining factors in
one's activitjr. It was a methodical control over the
whole man. The monk was a worker in the Kingdom and
as a result "this active self-control, which formed
the end of the exercit ia of St. Ignatius and of the
rational monastic virtues everywhere, was also the
most important practical ideal of Puritanism."^" It
was the powerful element of both monastic asceticism
and Calvinism and made for Galvin's leadership rather
than Luther's in the break with the traditional system.
Calvin enforced this on the man living in the
world, whether he be one of the elect or not. In
so doing he discarded the double standard of morality.
In the Catholic system the man in the world had bwen
sadly neglect ed, spiritually. In his spiritual life
he lived, figuratively, "from hand to mouth" and feie
1. Ibid. p. 119.
•I
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his works of grace were of no certain sequence, -pos-
sibly growing more regular toward the end of life.
Calvin, as Weber indicates, demanded "not single good
works but a life of good works combined into a uni-
fied system. (For it was).. only by a fundamental
change in the whole meaning of life at every moment
and in every action could the effects of grace trans-
forming a man from a status naturae to the status
gratiae be proved." 1
We have said that Calvin was influenced by Luther's
transfer of works of grace from the monastery to the
world. It was not necessary in Calvinism to be separ-
ated from the ordinary pursuits of life in order to
a^ain a condition of moral perfection. Calvin added
to this idea. His contribution was the methodical
quality of tethical conduct which Christianized all
of life. Luther had changed very little the spontan-
eity and impulsive actions found in the religious life
of the Catholics. Self©control was lacking because
it was not rationally encorporated in Lutheran ethics.
The emotional religious enthusiasm of Luther was suf-
ficient to restrain his personal conduct but faith
alone alone did not suffice for the- multitudes. As
a result we find the courts of the Lutheran princes
1. Ibid. pp.ll7f.

involved more seriously in moral laxity, than were the
Reform courts. It is Web-r's opinion that Lutheranism
lacked the "psychological sanction of systematic con-
duct (which would have resulted in ) .
•
4b the methodical
rationalization of life."*'' Different religious motives
might have attributed to the psychological sanction
but it is Weber's contention that the psychological
influences of Calvin's doctrine of predestination was
extremely powerful. It was a power wherever it was
found or wherever its influence w as felt. It, not
alone, but more than anything else is responsible for
this change.
flETY
In the otner forms of ascetic Piety certain con-
tributions and applications to this theory were :-ade.
Branches of the Reformed Church, especially those
in Holland and along the Rhine drew two elements from
the middle ages: the firm reliance on faith (reaffirmed
in the unio mystic a of Luther), and the emotional char-
acter of religion. The Pietists gathered in conven-
ticles apart from the temptations of the world in
an^f attempt to find a state of grace, not in any fut-
ure experience but for the present. They accepted the
Lutheran conception of mysticism and in this way de-
parted from Calvinism and otherworldliness . The whole
idea of practical sanctificat ion of the Calvinist
1. Ibid. p. 120.
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doctrine was transformed. They adopted the Lutheran
confessional and modified the purpose of work in one's
calling. it was not to bring self-confidence but
humility and abnegation. Spener, one of their leaders
believed that fear, as a sign of grace, was to be pre-
ferred to confidence. Pietism did not subject the
emotional element of religion. The inspiration coming
from communion with God often led to ecstasies. Prom
the time of Prancke and Spener, who were among the
earlier of the reformers down to the time of Zinzen-
dorifl the emotional increasingly became dominant,
ihis /|form of Pietism was to be found more freouently
among the people of leisure.
These departures from Calvinism weakened the in-
dividual' s inhibitions which so strongly guarded the
rational personality of the Calvinist. Pietism stood
for a "methodical penetration of conduct with religion"
but did not develop the powerful motive to rationaize
worldly activity found in Calvinism. ' There was a cer-
tain faithfulness among the laborers and a "pious con-
dencension of the predominantly patriarchial employ-
ers" in contrast to the "hard legalism and active enter-
prise of the bourgeois-capitalistic entrepreneurs" of
Calvinism.'1'
1. ±bid. ppl38ff.
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METHODISM i^J^
It is Weber's belief that Methodism added noth-
ing new to the idea of the calling. John Wesley, its
founder, had been influenced by Lutheranism, by Pietism
(through the Moravians, especially Zinzendorf), and by
Calvinism. Personally he desired to remain in and
revive the ^spiritual life of the Church of England.
Calvin's doctrines had aroused their adherents to new
levels of morality and it was Wesley's ambition, We v, er
believes, to duplicate his reform. So he drew greatly
from Calvin. George Whitefield, Wesley's great co-
worker during the early history of Methodism accepted
the doctrine of Predestination but John Wesley did
not and the latter' s influence prevailed as the move-
ment grew. Wesley substituted the aspiration foe a
higher life as the motive of worldly activity. He
also departed from Calvin by declaring his followers
should have a definite, emotional, conversion exper-
ience. Conversion meant religning life in a pursuit
after perfection. Later in life, an experience, equally
emotional would be experienced when perfection was v -
reached. Between the two the rational struggle toward
the latter was constantly going on. The religious
emotional excitement that entered the Methodist rel-
igion was a form of enthusiasm that, except for ees-
tatic conversion experiences, did not destroy the
rational conduct as did the emotional influence £a
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in Pietism. However, righteous conduct , necessary as
a means of knowing one's state, was not alone suf-
ficient, the feeling of the presence of grace was also
necessary. The outward indications of conversion
were the same in Methodism as they were in later Cal-
vinism. Thus Methodism did not add to the idea of
the calling although it applied the doctrinal formu-
las differently.
THE BAPTIST SECTS
The sects growing out of the Baptist movement
differed in many of the doctrinal details but certain
generalizations are possible, vi/eber characterized
this reform movement as not being a "trust foundation
for supernatural ends ^ Calvinism) .. . (ory a medium
for briinging the means of salvation to men I Catholic
and Lutheran) , but solely as a community of personal
believers of the reborn, and only these. Sects
rather tnan Churches were formed and greater indiv-
idual freedom was permitted than in other ascetic
groups. The individual found God through his consc-
ious fellowship with Him. The true revelation of uod
whs when the Divine spoke t-.rough the Spirit. Revel-
ation was necessary before other religious practices
were significant, for example the Bible, necessary^
for direction in worldly activities, could be properly
1. Ibid. pp.l44f.
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adopted to one's life when inspiration had preceec-ed.
oalvation came through quiet meditation rather than
through works . Since God revealed himself through
conscience they built up fL certain maxims for worldly
activity, such as "Honesty is the best policy ," ^ etc
.
,
that were in keeping with their religious convictions.
No rigid discipline was enforced so social freedom
as well as individual freedom was enjoyed. As a
result the idea of the calling suffered by neglect.
not
Worldly activity wasO cons idered essential to salvation
In fact, the Quakers believed physical quietude was
nedessary before spiritual activity was possible.
The accumulation of material goods did not add to
the soul's salvation so was condemned as detrimental.
They refused to participate in governmental matters
so lived unto themselves to a greater extent than
did other ascetids.
Weber concludes that all ascetic Protestantism
stood for the rational planning of life v/hich lead to
^aAmethodicalness jUi every d-et-8r±-l. The believer came
"into a life in the world but neither of nor for this
v/orld. tt The saint was not Confined to the cloister
cell but "within the world and its institutions."
Economic enterprise was not only justifiable but en-
couraged with almost every possible degree of urgency.
Traditionalism was giving way to a new system of ethics.
1. Ibid. p. 151.
3. Ibid. p. 154.
2. Ibid. p. 154.
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CAPITALISM AND THE ASCETIC IDEA
The ascetic idda which Weber contends is so
basic,; in the spirit of Capitalism was expressed most
thoroughly in the practical and realistic writings of
Richard Baxter, a Prespyterian clergy*. Wealth, according
to Mr. Baxter, carries with it never ending temptat-
ions, Bits pursuit was senseless in comparison with
matters of the Kingdom. ( This was somewhat more drastic
than Calvin's view on this matter.) In fact, Baxter
backs up his difference of opinion by indicating two
dangers that were likely to result: the detraction
from the pursuit of a righteous life and the evils
of leisure which wealth afforded. Inactivity on the
part of the wealthy was just as unpardonable as among
the poor,
Luther copying after the ideas of Thomas Aquinas
considered the division of labor a Divine scheme. Man
was providentially assigned to his place, *feev, as has
been mentioned above. It was not wo with ascetic rel-
igions, i^uite logically, man was of more service in
the preformance of that task for which he was best fit-
ted so he need not accept the station in which he found
himself but strive to find his real calling* God did
not demand labour in itself, according to the Quakers,
but rational labor in a calling. The value of labor
was not measured solely in terms of the good it did
the community, but also, and of more significance,
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its profitableness to the individual. Measured in
moral terms the more callings one could fulfill suc-
cessfully, the greater good he would be to society and
the more useful he was the more pleasing to God.
So he was encouraged from every angle to increase
his store of earthly possessions.
The Old Testament conception that God blessed
those who merited reward was interpreted to include
those who gained in material possessions. When one
labored diligently in his calling he would be blessed
by God. As a result the Britain middle class came
to consider themselves as God's chosen laborers.-
They became formal, unnatural, correct characters
1
of the "heroic age of capitalism." The rational guards
on the acquisition of wealth had been generally ac-
cepted by the commercial classes but the rational
use was more difficult to gain general acceptance.
In the attempt to deal with this problem laws were
drawn up: Cultural pursuits were encouraged but
personal pleasures were to cost nothing. Everything
was to be used for the glory of God so enjoyments,
unless carrying with them some practical physical
or spiritual benefits found no place in the Calvin-
istic order. Dependence on external things was sub-
ordinated for matters of the spirit. The practical
1. Ibid. p. 166
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prece^ded every other consideration.
With the increase of wealth came the tendency
to drop the ideals which made possible its acquis-
ition. Methodism irose as an agency to combat the
laxity found throughout Protestant Europe (England
especially) of the eighteenth century. Wesley eni
couraged the rational pursuit of wealth in one's
calling but added the advice to not only gain and
save all one could but to give as much as possible
to the less fortunate. Weber concludes that the
whole Puritan outlook which "favored the development
of a rational bourgeois economic life,; ..was the most
important, and above all the only consistent in-
fluence in the development of that life. It stood
,,1
at the cradle of the modern economic man.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY OP WEBER'S
PROTESTANT ETHIC.
The contributions of each of the Protestant
sects from Weber's viewpoint have been definitely
expressed in the proceeding oages. Luther was dred-
ited with introducing the theory that men were called
into worldly activity rather than monastic asceticism.
Calvin developed this further until the calling came
to mean a systematized life based on the belief that
1. Ibid. p. 174.
<t
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our time belongs to God and each minute is to be
used for the greatest glorification of God through
worldly activity in that line of work we find our-
selves capable of preforming most ejfy icientl.y. and V
The fruitfully-
other sects added nothing new to the idea of the
calling although they did modify it somewhat in their
various applications of it. Tne Reform Church ration-
alized worldly activity to a lesser degree due to the
compromise with emotionalism. Methodism gained its
name from the methodical life it advocated, both in
the gaining and the use of wealth. It was primarily
a revival of Calvin 1 s ideas in a later century. The
Baptist sects considered other means of finding favor
with God as important as worldly a/ctivity so detrac-
ted, rather than added to the idea.
About the time religious enthusiasm had resulted
in enriching individuals, materially, the religious
fervor sobered down into a utilitarian worldliness
resulting in the attempt to make the most of both
worlds. The religious epoch of the seventeenth cen-
tury furnished its utilitarian successor with the
"conscience in the acquisition of money, so long
as it took place legally." The opportunities of the
owners were increased by the formally free laboring
class, conscientious in their efforts to preform the
1. Ibid. p. 176
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work of their callings as dil^Ligently as did their
I
employers. The unequal distribution of goods was
the result of a divine dispensation and man did not
try to understand it. Calvin believed that only as
the mass remained poor would they believe in God.
This spirit did not aid in bettering social condit-
ions, rather tended to keep the wages low. Social
enterprises were discouraged as destructive of
individual's opportunities. Not by sicdial aid but
by individual initiative could a man find grace and
succeed in business.
Thus the religious sanction was built up abound
the growing economic enterprises. Religion has
made possible the modern capitalistic system, it
furnished the psychological sanction which enabled
the modern economic man to conscientiously seek his
own economic betterment with very little consider-
ation of others.
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CHAPTER III
TAWNEY ' S "RELIGION AND THE RISE OF
CAPITALISM.
Professor TaWh«'y endeavors to make
clear the relative importance of
religion and contemporary secular interests
on the 11 capitalistic spirit," In his book,
Religion and the Rise of C apitalism.
That the economic and political in-
terests as well as the changed o^uj.^;'.
due to discoveries had an important
influe ce on Capitalism, Tawney ack-
nowledges. His purpose is to deter-
mine the relative importance of these
factors and those produced by the
religious nature of man.
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THE RELATIONSHIP OF RELIGION
TO ECONOMICS.
During The Middle Ages.
During the Middle Ages the Church was theoret-
ically in command of man's activities. The religiotis
interest served as the center of all interests:
social, economic, political ana spiritual. The Roman
Church was a factor of orimary consideration in all
of these fields and dictated policies rather freely
in all. It was a century after Machiavelli before
men sufficiently daring in economic and political
circles ventured to make laws within the State regu-
lating economic activity. Prior to this it had been
entirely in the hands of the Church. The separation
of the Church and the State was not wrought in Eng-
land until the sixteenth century when an arrange-
ment was made whereby the State would protect the
Church provided the latter did not interfere in bus-
iness or politics. Throughout Europe political agen-
cies had gained recognition, not as a result of rel-
igious influences but because a State provided a
more satisfactory organisation for protection and
was of convenience to economic enterprises. Ethics
and religion were important considerations in all
ci
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changes, however. During the two and a half centuries
following Immediately after the discovery of America
the synthesis. in which Religion was at the apex of
all else^was gradually broken down, leaving politics,
business and spiritual exercises on a plane of rel-
atively equal importance. Had the agencies regulating
the religious nature of man found the same unity in
program as did secular interests their control over
temporality might have been made permanent or at lest
of greater duration. Such was not the case. Religion
was forced to ahdicate its position of undisputed auth-
ority because it would not drop its anchor, tradition-
alism.
The Middle Ages apoears to us as an age of in-
consistencies. Formally all knowledge was based on
the Bible and dispensed by the Church. Theoretically
canon law was the only law. In practice informal
laws, and customs, and social institutions exerted a
wide influence. The constant economic, political,
and religious transitions destroyed the former unity
and made for a confusion whieh was held in check only
by the superiority of religious authority. Religion,
itself, was not of one mind in respect to economic
theory. Four different attitudes may be seen among
religionists: Some wished to escape material consid-
erations, to conquer their inclinations for economic
activity by fleeing from them. A second group
c(I
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acknowledged the presence of social institutions and
economic activity but ignored them as belonging to
the world with which religion had nothing in common.
A third group desired to kindle a reform which
would substitute a reign of righteousness for those
worldly detractions. The fourth attitude which at-
tracted an increasingly interested group desired to
accept the novelty of economics as the material out
of which the Kingdom would rise. Professor Tawney
relates all later developments in religious thought
to phases involved in some one of these attitudes."'"
All later reform leaders trace back their ideas to
ideas expressed by various individuals during the
Middle Ages.
The legacies of the Middle Ages; that religion
embraced all aspects of human life, that class organ-
ization was functional, that economic ethics were
nec essary^carried over until the sixteenth century.
The first legacy, as lias been shown above, underwent
a radical transformation during and after the Middle
Ages. The functional theory of classes changed veey
slowly. Society was not constituted of groups of
people appointed to the same station in lif
e
#
but some
were of necessity people of high rank while others
1. Tawney, Op. Cit. pp.l5ff
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were poor, The poor were to accept their station
and the rich to treat them with great consideration.
Through it and "baptized by the Bhurch, privilege
and power became office and duty.""1' The Medieval organ-
ization, the guilds, bound men together who wer- labor-
ing in the same enterprise but it did not break the
individual ties* until later when all was lost
sight of except tohat which was most expedient. These
personal economic relationships came under the Church's
influence for religion had charge of the social ethics
during the Middle Ages. Its right to make decisions
in matters of conduct was ruptured when the conflict
between its theory and its practice within its own
walls reached its ] undefendable separation during
the thirteenth century. St. Bernard speaks of the
Church of this period as an institution that "clothes
„2her stones in gold and leaves her sons naked."
The reaction to this and a contemporary growth
of trade and commerce (which Tawney believes to mark
the beginning of modern edonomic history)were from
two different sources: at first the Church itself
and later the Schoolmen. Traditional attitudes were
at first Enforced as a reaction. All economic activity
was gubject to a test of moral value. Riches were
said to be for man and not man for riches (St.
Antonio) . Motivation resulting from prospects for
pecuniary gain were pronounced dangerous, as a whole,
1. Ibid. p. 23. 2. Ibid. p. 28
i
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these ideas were held by* society. The Schoolmen
reacted in a two-fold way to the dominance of econ-
omic interest. They believed that economy should be
subordinated to the real business of life which they
considered to be salvation. It was also their belief
that economic conduct, as was true of personal con-
duct, was subject to the rules of morality. Tawney
remarks that "economic morality is preached from the
pulpit, emphasized in the confessional, and enforced,
in the last resource, through the courts.""^ Economics
was a necessary evil until the time of Calvin.
One of the deadliest of sins was avarice. To
illustrate the conventional credence Tawney takes a
statement from a Schoolman of the time: "He who
has enough to satisfy his wants and nevertheless
cease^lessly labors to acquire riches, either in
order to obtain a higher social position, or that
subsequently he may have enough to live without labor,
or that his sons may become men of wealth and impor-
tance... all such are incited by a damnable avarice,
2
sensuality, or pride." The canon law firmly announ-
ced avarice as a sin. Usury, as a practice was
universally condemned, even business nracfjices, in
general were strictly op-nosed to it. Jews were im-
ported to do such unethical business. The letter of
the law, rather than the spirit was observed, how-
ever, a«d the spirit was put aside when expedient.
III id. pp.36ff 2. Ibid. p. 36.
(I
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Tawney summarizes the more common attitude of this
period to include an "insistence that society is
a spiritual organism, not an economic machine, and
that economic activity, which is one subordinate
element within a vast complex unity, requires to
be controlled and repressed by reference to the
1
moral ends for which it supplies material means."
The Reformation and Traditionalism.
The sixteenth century *iark:s a departure in
social expediency and economic thought. It might
be characterized by the word expans ion . Forced
by new limitations both social and economical o ortain
factors of society sought new expression. In econ-
omics it meant expanded commercial routes which led
to the discoveries and subsequent readjustments.
In social relations the conflicts between classes
were frequent and the spirit which later developed
into nationalism was felt to be present under the
surface. The appalling conditions of ignorance hin-
dered more considerate reactions in individual sit-
uations but there seemed to have been an under-
current of progress. Traditional customs and laws
once judged adequate^ to regulate the frictions
between classes were suddenly found wanting. The
1. Ibid. p. 62.
((
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same was true of canon law and ecclesiastical
authority. Clearer statements of traditional pos-
itions, a last resort, proved inadequate before the
inflow of new ideas eminating from its own failure
to cope with the situation.
The shift of the center of economic activity
was first from southern Europe to the extreme west
coast and later to the Low countries, with Antwerp
as the outstanding city. Spain and Portugal made
spectacular advances resulting from their new source
of mineral wealth in the Hew World. The necessary
underfooting was lacking in these countries for
tradition reigned supreme. But in The Netherlands,
away from the iron hand that stamped out new heresies,
An a city rich in lear/ning, in commerce, in finance,
a cosmopolitan center, interested in progress, a
strange change was taking place. Had it not been
for the hand of the Church and State which, by drain-
ing away surplus wealth through intermittent wars,
slowed down the city's progress, it might have reached
undreamed of heignts of prosperity. After the wars
had passed the Church and States were bankrupt and
had to turn to the financial centers for aid. As
dependents on the financial ieaflers of the period
the States made great economic concessions and the
Church, also, by blessing many conspicuous sins.
r•
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Irrespective of this the Church was consulted by
the rich regularly, for the general belief was prev-
alent that it was still the authority on the problems
of property and contradts to the same extent it was
on theology. In terms of former power the Church
was gradually losing out. Tawney suggests that
the reason for this may be connected with the cause
of the shift of the financial center from the south
of Europe
;
X/ which was Catholic, to northern Europe,
among the dissenters,
Two trans it ions 'were taking place side by side:
the economic environmental changes and the religious
Reformation. Both of them were of. unparalleled im-
portance in laarlier history. They were both against
the very heart of Medieval ethics. Religious circles
during and after the sixteenth century were not guilty
of ignoring such tremendous change, rather we find
different attitudes being shown toward it. Some
acclaimed it, to the same extent the popes had acclaimed
the revival of classical learning. Others denounced
it as indicative of the inflow of pagan immorality.
They hurried to set up co/Xunteracting agencies.
A la£er group attempted to harnass it to the in-
crease of the spiritual life of men. Tawney says
that "whatever the social practice of the sixteenth
century may have been, it did not suffer for lack
•»
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of social teaching on the part of men of religion.
If the world could be saved by permons and pamphlets,
1
it would have been a Paradise." The Church and
the reformers (Luther, Calvin and the Anglican Church)
did not turn away from the belief that conscience
should control both economic and social relations
but tended to make it more rigid to combat the moral
laxity. The Bible was the great guide book. It
is T^wney* s belief that "if it is true that the
Reformation released forces which were to act as a
solvent on the traditional attitude of religious
thought to social and economic issues, it did so
without design, and against the intention/ of most
2
reformers
Men of the age saw results springing from the
Reformation that may not have been intended should
appear* Of Calvin's support to the terrible sin of
repeats
extortion Bossuet wyftfc ?f the popular condemnation
that' '"usury was the brat of heresy.'" Whether directly
responsible for it or not the economic transitions
accompanied the religious Reformation. Individualism
an outgrowth of the he'Wi environment and new forms
of commercialization, formerly held in check by the
teachings of the Church, grev/ into leading challenges
1. Ibid. p. 81
3. Ibid. p. 83
2. Ibid. p. 84.
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of all tendencies toward traditionalism.
Both Catholics and Protestants desired to control
the whole of man's life^ The capitalistic enterprise
existing for purely pecuniary gain in the interest of
the owners had never been sanctioned by the ideal-
ists of the Middle Ages although it was practiced by
saint and sinner alike. Frequently it was excused
on the grounds of its religious usefulness. Colum-
bus wrote that "Gold constitutes treasure, and he
who possesses it has all he needs in this world,
also the means of rescuing souls from Purgatory, and
1
restoring them to the enjoyment of Paradise." This,
Luther did not accept for salvation was not purchased
with gold. Capitalistic pursuit of this nature was
without consideration of the moral and religious
scruples of man so condemned by all of the Reform
groups
.
Luther departed from the Catholic conception
of the right way to regulate man's ethical conduct.
The canon law and ecclesiastical judiciary were con-
sidered unmedessary by Luther. When the peasants
appealed to him to aid them in relieving their con-
dition of serfdom he was unwilling to take active
part or sanction the use of force. His solution was
shrouded in a "formal, legalistic, calculated virtue
to the natural kindness which does not need to be
organized by law, because it is the spontaneous
1. Ibid. p. 89.
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expression of a habit of love."
In this decision are expressed two attitudes of
major importance. Luther was a firm believer in a
social hierarchy. For the peasants or the monopol-
istic interests to desire and work toward a change
was contrary to the will of God. Inequality of
personi was necessary to the social order. Luther
longe* for prosperity bute he had 'in mind the former
so called ^peasant prosperity," The life vf the
peasant was ideal in Luther's mind. Riches, idleness,
couvetousness, pilgrimages, and holidays were comgemned
as destructive of Christian unity. Exploitation
of the Church by the papacy and of society by the
capitalists were pronounced equally sinful. Each in-
dividual had his rights to live unmolested in his
state of society. The second consideration was that
rules and regulations were considered unnecessary for
God spoke to the individual and this personal relat-
ionship was sufficient to control man's aonduct.
All men had equal spiritual possibilities in this
respect. Man is not predestined of God to be a sin-
ner but finds the possibilities of good and bad before
him. Each must chose and once the choice is made there
is no changing from the one to theother. The trad-
itional part played by good-works in winning the in-
dividual 1 s salvation was replaced by the relationship
through the inner life, which alone was sufficient.
1. Ibid. p. 91.
CJ
Secular interests were, therefore, Of minor importance
ifl religion for good works were at best only the natural
fruits of salvation. The Bible and man's conscience
were the only authorities to be trusted by man. No
social teachings were necessary. Man, inspired by
God, would conduct himself properly. No institutions
were thought necessary to enforce Christian morality
but when Luther removed them it took something from
a previous compulsion. Religious agencies were
willing to turn over such outward agencies for the
maintenance of a moral society as were considered
necessary to the State. The latter was to rule un-
mercifully. Under Luther these changes were made.
All distinction between secular and monastic life
was torn down before Luther's ideal of making monks
of all people.
Luther's opposition to the new commercial
undertakings differed from Calvin's attitude. The
latter accepted them and supplied tnem with a creed.
Luther turned his eyes to the past and was unwilling
to make any room for the newly appearing middle class,
and its accompanying economic practices. Tawney
summarizes Luther's appreciation of the new economy
as follows: "International, trade, banking and credit,
capitalist industry, the hole comples of economic
forces, which, next to his own revolution, were to
be the mightiest solvent of the medieval world,
I•
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seem to him to belong in thoir very essence to the
1
kingdom of darkness which the Christian will shun."
Luther looked at the transformation in economics
through the eyes of a mystic and a peasant. He was
quiet, conservative, deferental to the establishment
of political machinery and adhered to an entirely
personal religion. Calvin, the most inflential leade
of the truly Protestant Reformation, presents a strik
ing contrast fro Luther. He and his followers found
themselves among the enterprising capitalists who
rebelled against the unattractive traditional social
ethics. The Calvinists were, writes Tawney, "an
active and radical £orce.. w&ich sought, not merely
to purify -che individual, but to reconstruct Church
and State, and to renew society by penetrating every
department of life, oublic as well as private with
2
the influence of religion."
Zwingli had advanced beyond the traditional
theories of Luther in his attitude toward interest.
To pay interest to Lhe State was a duty man should
except. He renounced the capitalistic system in
every other "•espect. An entirely different attitude
was struck by Calvin, however. He found it necessary
to accept the advanced economic order and build his
social views upon it. Luther had looked to the
1. Ibid. p. 94. 2. Ibid. p. 102.
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past, Calvin faced, the future. He saw in the econ-
omic advantages opportunities of fulfilling Christian
duty.
The German Reformer's p&ea had been unsatisfactory
to the progressive spirit. Likewise the Humanists,
who thought reason would eventually wolve all problems,
were unable to satisfactorily meed the changing order.
It was not until Calvin saw that man's worldly efforts
should be sanctified for God's service that the unrest
was theoretically pacified. This, which might at
first be conceived as a concession, proved in reality
to be a firmer grasp on the individual life than
traditional ethics had been, for, accompanying the
sanctioning of the new agencies, was a more string-
ent discipline than Rome had ever enacted.. The society
it produced was more virtuous. Theoretically life
was declared to be given over to the service of
Jesus. In tne fuller implications, business was a
form of religion. The imprint of moral forces on
business was intensified. The will of God, rather
than individual self-interest justified many practices
which had been previously condemned. Individual
initiative was let loose and a new scale of moral
values and a new social conduct resulted. In other
words, Calvin saw new economic life developing and
attempted to impress upon tne growing order a realisation
o
I
!
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of its religious significance and ethical respon-
sibilities. Calvinism, which appealed to those
"business
progressive} agents of the early economic system, was
carried by them from one commercial center to another
growing most rapidly in Antwerp, London and Amsterdam.
Two teachings of Calvin are of great significance
from the economic view-point | M tre insistence on
personal responsibility, discipline and asceticism,
and the call to fashion for the Christian character
an objective embodiment in social institution.""*"
Within this lies the possibilities of either indi-
vidualism or socialism. For the upper classes it
meant individualism but for Calvin and many others --
collectivism. The spirit of laissez faire has
sometimes been unrightly traced diredtly to .this.
Individualism constantly gained ground over the
social impulse as Calvinism spread. Living under
such teachings people were no longer satisfied to
gain mere sustenance. </hen thjgrat was reached they
continued and redoubled their efforts. Since econ-
omic motives were no longer considered alien to
spiritual life but encouraged as conducive to spir-
itual stength the foundation for either extreme
was sanctioned.
It was only natural, then, that Calvinists
were also capitalists. They accepted usury as a
1. Ibidp.112.
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necessity but placed careful restrictions on its
practice. The guiding principle was that It be
restricted to cases and to practices where mutual
aid would result. No rate was to be charged to the
poor. Whenever its use was to the defeat of the
borrower's purpose it was recognized as dangerous.
Calvin's acceptance under this restriction was not
entirely new. It had its roots in ivielanchthon'
s
and Major's theories regarding such practices.
borrowing was considered essential to business
so financiers, as long as they observed the Golden
Kule, were filling a creditable position in society.
Calvin did not consider poverty to be meritorius
or wealth to be sinful (as was the tendency of
Lutheranism) . Capitalists were not condemned because
of their for tunes but frequently were subject to
criticism because of their misuse of that which Clod
had placed in their ::ands . Under proper direction
and organization men were to labor devotedly in their
commercial enterprises in services acceptable to
God. Calvin's doctrine of predestination was not
the same as Luther's idea of election. Man were not
1
Providentially appointed to their stations in life,
but, according to Calvin, were given complete liberty
to change from one eondition to another as chey labored
1. See page 52 of this thesis.
I
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earnestly. Neither their wealth nor their economic
activity were guarantees of grace. They belonged
either to the elect or the damned of God and their
efforts had nothing to do with it. But if they did
consider themselves among the elect it naturally
followed that they would be constantly engaged in
some form of activity. Labor was, therefore, exalted
and pauperism and alms -giving were condemned. The
monastery was openea to include the world, ^oth
poor and wealthy must join together in labor for
the glorification of God.
Calvin worked his -nlan into careful details in
his collectivist experiment at Geneva. The old
evils of "extortionate interest and extortionate
1
prices" were constantly subject to great criticism.
Calvinism attem ted to revamp the world of business
by enforcing on it a cod*: of morals and ethics, in
Geneva the consistory, the ruling body, was gradu-
ally divided, the center of authority going from the
clergy to the laiety. As a result, the ideal was
often overruled by the expedient. Elsewhere it was
found in peculiar combinations. French Calvin-
ists acceoted the common-sense view' of interest,
acknowledging the rate adopted by the State. But
in Massachusetts, the later form, Puritanism, tended
1. Tawney Op. Cit. p. 119.
1(I
toward a dictatorship in which free thought was ruled
out in matters of etnics . .everywhere Calvinism
went it was found to accept the spirit of modern
no
ousiness and commerce in a way} other religion of the
time was doing.
xawney's criticism of Calvin and his system
places it in the category of a dictatorship. He
says, Calvinism was "legalistic, mechanical, without
Imagination or compassion, the work of a jurist and
organizer of genius, Calvin's system was more noman
.
1
than Christian, and more Jewish than either." The
best of ,alvinism was its consistency both in social
theory and practice.
ENGLAND AND TRADITIONALISM.
England entered commercial rivalry relatively
late in the history of the commercial awakening.
Emerging from the Middle Ages it was in the clutches
of a land system that continued to grow worse until
the time of the Civil War (1648). The riel became
richer as' they forced the less fortunate to dispose
of their property at a low figure or confiscated it
outright. The poor, often destitute, were driven
from their hovels as public commons, school property,
1. Ibid. pp.l.31f.
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as well as their small tenements were placed in
enclosures. The confiscation of Church property at
the time of the Reformation under Henry VIII did
not add to the condition of the poor. Its benefits
went to the rich. Criticism of such proceedings
from the Church or men in public life brought only
loud criticism from the respectable class. Latimer
and Hales, two men interested in justice, were charged
with inciting class-hatred. Tlae great enemy of the
mass of people was a creed which sanctioned this
corrupt practice. It is the creed of property rights.
"The individual is absolute master of his own, and
within the limits set by positive law, may exploit
it with a single eye to his pecuniary advantage, un-
restrained by any obligation to postpone his own
nrofit to the well-being of his neighbors, or to
1
give accoukt of his actions to a higher authority."
This creed, later encorporated in property laws of
most of the civilized countries , foundl bitter oppo-
2
sit ion among the Ghurch^jnen of the day in which it
appeared. They were tradit ionalis tic in their
belief that with property rights went responsibilities
•
Necessarily property must bring rfeturns but more im-
portant it must preform a service. As the laborer
on the estate grew the crops needed by the landlord
so the landlord must manage his estate for the
benefit of society.
1. Ibid. p. 146. 2. Refers to Anglican Church
(»
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The Church struggling with this problem was
gradually being brought to a realization of a still
greater problem facing it. ^uring the sixteenth cen-
tury the commercial interests came into prominence
and one of the first reactions coming from the Church-
men was the traditional stand on the practice of
usury. Even the word came to have evil connotations
that were not tasteful. But the Church found itself
wanting the real ability to cope with this new sit-
uation. In reality the break with tradition at
the time of Hen/ry VIII had been more formal than
practical. It shifted the enforcement of the canon
law from the pope to the King. The latter combined
powers of authority over spiritual and temporal.
The Church recognized the S&ate as a "temporal ex-
1
pression of spiritual obligation." Churchmen were
always the spiritual leaders, however, and claimed
final authority in matters involving moral or ethical
considerations. Both Church and State joined in their
attempt to cm ell the disorder following the advance
made made by the first inflow of commercial interests.
Both conceived of them as an ememy to their best
interests. The Church gradually encouraged the
State to inflict severer penalties on the extortioner
and thereby transferred to the State some rights in
matters of ethical conduct (purely accidental).
1. Ibid. p. 170.

The individualism of the new business forces aroused
both the Church and State to efforts to redirect
religion in social movements. But the efforts of
these two organizations were not accepted in economic
been
circles as they had#a century before. Not only the
teachings of the Church but those ethical implications,
traditionally involved in economics were disregarded
throughout business circles. During the seventeenth
century practices that bad been extraordianry dur-
ing Elizabeth's reign were growing comijon-place
.
The Church had preached the necessity of loving
one's neighbor as one's self wnen dealing with ±ocal
situations but commeree carried the Royal subjects
into contact with the African, the American Indian
and other distant neighbors. The attitude of the
Churchmen toward these was far from neighborly for
it did not consider these peoples on the same level
v/ith those to whom they were preaching directly.
The commercial interests, likewise, failed to recog-
nize their rights. The task was too great for the
Church and it saw its failure to cope with it so
turned its attention to a discussion of doctrine
and limited its activities to local philanthropy.
After tne Restoration trie attituac prevalent was
that there was no spiritual controls over business.
ft
•
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By the eighteenth century the Church had no
authority on social ethics. Those standards it
supported were not practical to the age and the soc-
ial institutions were not able to conform to them.
PURITANISM AND TRADITIONALISM
The growing business organizations of England
would never have been ethically conditioned had there
Veen only the Church of England and the Catholic
Church to exert a religious influence. Puritanism,
an outgrowth of Calvinism, introduced by traders from
the continent, found a fertile ground among those
business men who could find no spiritual home in
the Church of England. The teachings were found to
furnish certain spiritual sanctions these men desired.
As a result Puritanism sprang up and gradually
projected its code of ethids over what seemed to be
an iron-clad business v/orld. Calvin's teachings
were at first sign-posts directing the English reform
group. As the years passed the teachings were mod-
ified somewhat as conditions made it necessary. It
was the theological doctrines of Puritanism that
enforced ethical conduct on business. Tawney makes
a careful survey of tbem.
In the heart of Puritan theology is the idea of
"the calling." Recognizing fchat he considered to be
a rational plan of God in the Universe, the Puritan
40
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accepted the belief that the individual must labor
for the glorification of God. The calling had two
significant phases: the first being one's spiritual
calling or his call to a belief in God. 'i'he second,
his temporal calling which led to labor in practical
life. The second was subordinated to the first.
The spiritual calling had reference to one's
salvation. God's revelation to man was not only
che center of religion out of all life for the Puritan.
The "Ultimate End" constantly stared him in the face
and all else was secondary to his preparation for
destiny. The very essence of hig efforts was the
attempt to discipline the will and organize its
activity. ihe Spiritual life called for a methodical
and a rational conduct. "in the effort to save his
own soul, (the Puritan; sets in motion everv force
1
in heaven above v and) the earth beneath." The quest
was made in a hostile land. Only to prepared hearts
does grace come. Consequently all but that which
pointed in the direction of God must be eliminated.
His Destiny depended on his finding God. But search
in every way po- sible would avail nothing for its
realization would be impossible unless he were elected
of God to receive it. However, the prepared heart
was essential to its coming. Human intervention,
1. ibid. p. 200.
!
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either on the part of others or of the self, having
no guarantee of bringing salvation did contribute
to man's relationship to God. The search was confined
to solitude. The individual, alone, was aware of
his state. The conception of God as Judge rather
than Father placed Him further away from the indiv-
idual and made more complex the search and assurance
of satisfaction in religion.
Salvation, in reality free, was an influence
over conduct. Good works would not assure salvation
but they did come as a result of it. The Puritan,
as a chosen vessel of God, was expected to express
himself ethically in all matters, especially in bus-
iness. And from this conclusion the idea of temporal
calling was given greatest significance.
Each ruritan had his appointed work to do in
the world. He v/as not limited permanently to fche
condition of life in which he found himself, but
called to a lif e struggle in which his purpose was
to conquer rather than enjoy the world. The greater
the economic
0 conquest of the world he made fche more would he in-
dicate his salvation. Economic advantage was thus
made a form of God-worship. It made possible ever
Increased production and the accumulation of wealth.
For goad .vorks were not predicted to heal over in-
dividual sins but a holy life in lhe service of
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G-od, and that only was acceptable. Maxtor, a widely
accepted Puritan writer of the seventeenth century
stressed the opportunities forwarded by religious
sanction to^usiness. Business was considered a
public service and controlled by ethical standards.
MThe Christian," writes Tawney, "while eschewing
'causeless, perplexing, melancholy scruples, which
wo^d-d stop a man in bhe course of his duty, 1 must
so manage his business as to 'avoid sin rather
than loss,' and seek first to keep his conscience
1
in peace." Considerations of profit dictated the
selection of that type of conduct in economic mat-
ters to be followed out the mind was eased by
realizing that the ofofitable was not only to his
own satisfaction. It was a duty, the fulfillment
of which was for the glorification of God. So
Religion tended to form a foundation for economic
activity according to the Puritan ethical ideas.
Steele in nThe Tradesman's Calling}" writes that
"by a fortunate dispensation, the virtues enjoined
on Christians -- diligence, moderation, sobriety,
thrigt -- are all the very qualities most conducive
to commercial success," In this way Tawney paints
the theory of Puritanism as completely in agreement
with business enterprise of tne day. They were one
and the same .in spirit.
1. Ibid. p. 224 2. Ibid. p. 245
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Puritanism did not break the traditional restric-
tion on the use of money at first although later in
practice (not in theory) it adapted itself to the
demands of the changing society. It added a dis-
ciplining clause to the use of money that held
tnroughout its history. Puritans lived under the
assumption that "money Making, if not free from
spiritual dangers, was not a danger and nothing else,
but that it could be, and ought to be, carried on
1
for ohe g/reater glory of God." The new movement
in business was not given over to economic and social
license more than were the opponents to it and to
Puritanism. Conscience was reenforced by ecclesias-
tical pressure (when necessary; in matters of this
nature. All forms of moral conduct came under the
same disciplinary formulas. Secular literature of
1647 speaks of usury, according to Tawney, as a
2
"scandalous ain, deserving suspention upon obstinacy."
Frequently it was a means of exploitation but it
was accepted by Puritans with reservations . which at-
tempted to limit the possibility of such a practice.
Men engaged in the field of finance, needed by the
business organizations of the time were preforming
a service for God. Prosperity indicated favor with
God and poverty indicated rejection. The Puritan
ascetic strove to be victorious in the fields of
practical living.
JL. Ibid. p. 240. 2. Ibid. p. 218.
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Sacrificing everything for liberty his spirit
climbed to heights from which came the idealization
of individual rights and responsibilities. When
of
secularized these wereO unparalleled importance as
dynamics for world activity. But the duties of the
individual colored if not shut out interest in bis
neighbor's welfare. Since each was responsible for
himself, the neighbor was easily neglected, both in
theory and in the philosophy of life. For individual
efficiency every other consideration was sacrifieed.
It was true of aach individual as it was true
of the movement /as a whole that there were conflic-
ting forces within. The individualistic impulses
played against the socialistic, the Catholic against
che Protestant. Puritanism was itself divided into
hostile camps. A connecting link was sought.
During the seventeenth century in England the
historical divisions of society, the extremely rich
and poor were supplimented by a middle class.
The traditional classes remained true to the king
and the Chusch of England but those people who
were inclined toward an "economic independence,
education and a certain decent pride in their status.."
were attracted by the new ethics. Hot only in England
did Protestantism' enroll the most progressive peoples,
it was true also in France and in Holland. A pamphlet
1. ibid. p. 202.
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issued in 1671 explains that the Roman Church
seemed to be unadapted to the Capitalistic system
but that the Reform Church called forth a greater
zeal which resulted in greater business and trade.
The latter believed idleness unrighteous and un-
lawful. The new economists demanded tolerance.
They considered themselves a separate group for their
outlook in religion, politics and toward a moral
life was different.
Their growth in England the century prior to
the Civil War was gradual and in spite of contin-
ued opposition from the conservatives. At first
excluded entirely from politics ,they turned their
attention to economic activity. As their numbers
and their prosperity increased they found themselves
penetrating into the political system. During the
seventeenth century the Independents agitated for
reform laws which would legalize the ethical
practices of Puritanism and gradually these laws
were encorporated in the Civil body of law. Ecc-
lesiastical compulsion was gradually replaced by
political action which brought about the same social
and ethical endslthis being a part of the Puritan's
program.;. The transfer to the State did not take
it away from the control of the Puritans.. The belief
that a Christ ian casuistry existed for "ethics, economics,
cI
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ecclesiastics, and politics," was not displaced.
Puritanism had not departed from the traditional
in this respect. The type of character developed
rather than the faith held was considered the fun-
damental interest.
Puritanism did gain in mumbers rapidly even
though Richard Baxter considered his words, good
enough in themselves, to be falling on corruot soil.
Milton characterizes it as the emblem of progress
and enlightenment and during the conservative age
of Shakespeare and Bacon it worked rapidly to set
new standards of social conduct built on the
interests of the commercial classes. Tawney char-
acterizes the movement as a "specific reaction agains
Medieval tendencies still existing... (It) prepar(ed
2
the way for the coming industrial revolution." He
concludes that, "given the social and political
conditions of England, the transformation was in-
3
evitable." The parallel^ between economic and spir-
itual unrest did not force the withdrawal of the spir
itual from the field of activity but, encouraged by
the Heform Church, its efforts were ever increased.
"Puritanism, with its idealization of the spiritual
energies which found xpression in the activities
of business and industry, drew the isolated rivulets
1. Ibid. p. 220.
3. Ibid. p. 234.
2. Ibid. pp.231f.
r<
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of discontent together, and swept them forward with
the dignity and momentum of a religious and a social
1
philosophy.
"
At the beginning of the Puritan movement two
forces had been set to work on the economic dif-
ficulties, then breaking from all ethical bonds.
The first was the effort to legalize business enter-
prise and the second was a "restraining hand of an
inquisitorial discipline." The latter was confined
to the early years of the movement but the first,
as it
which later led to individualism, Obecame a secular
force found lasting expression. It effected a
compromise with secularism, turning the individual
ideal of conduct into the mere preformance of public
and private duties. Theoretically these forces
were disciplinary, but practically they were liber-
2
at ing
.
Traditional laws and attitudes made tne separ-
ation of economics and ethical motivations possible
if not exactly necessary. The Anglican Church joined
with the Government in encouraging an antiquated mor-
ality. Business interests joined with the Puritans
in combatting this backward-looking attitude. In
Puritanism the life of the trader, idealized by
1. Ibid. p. 235. 2. Ibid. p. 234.
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Calvin, was made possible and encouraged. Puritan-
ism sanctified the ethical considerations which sup-
ported economic expediency.
From 1530 to 1630 religious sentiment spoke
energetically against enclosures for it believed the
practice to be against the interests of the people.
The attitude following the nestoration was n ticably
changed. The Creed of Property Rights, giving rise
to the theory that what was expedient to the owner
was therefore an advantage to society as a whole,
gradually displaced the old idea. It tested the?
nature of traditionalism, and uncovered a superficial
morality. The spread of enclosures increased the
number of dependent poor. Puritans of this later
period excused themselves from supporting the trad-
itional opposition to enclosures and glorification
poverty by declaring that the great need of the poor
was "regulation" and that regulation could be best
instituted when the poor were under a diligent em-
ployer, xhey combined that which was beneficial
with that which was economically expedient. For,
they reasoned, the lask was not so much in oppor-
tunity, but in Industry . Not caring to be consistent
in all matters they told the peasants that loss in
such matters (although they did not glorify the poor)
would be advantageous for it would allow them greater
spiritual grace and that, after, all, wao tlno>r
(
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was their chief concern.
The traditional exaltation of poverty, reasser-
ted by English Divines of the seventeenth century,
was disappearing in the undercurrent for Puritanism
considered misfortune to be due to sin rather than
an expression of God's love. Alms-giving was con-
demned for it was pronounced a sinful undermining
of character. Work was the substitute offered. Ihen
poor laws were presented before the populace for
their expression, the Puritans stood opposed to them,
it would naturally follow that wages, if increased
might also lead to idleness so wages were very low.
Exploitation of labor was not considered the sinful
deed that exploitation through exhorbitant interest
was. property was the test of rights. A laborer
was, in reality, less than a citizen.
Puritanism contributed to political freedom and
social progress. Nonconformity, sanctioning the in-
dividual's opposition to evil practices, adde^
glorified asoecns to the spirit of democracy, like-
wise it encouraged "enterprise, diligence a.nd thrift
{ which; are the indispensable foundation of any com-
1
plex and vigorous civilization," according to Tawney.
Among its notable supporters in later centuries are
found those v/ho had visions of, and became leaders in
matters of social welfare. But the distinctive
1. Ibid. 271f.
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element of Puritanism was not socialism but indi-
vidualism. All else rested on the individual's
mastery of self. Thus favored he could meet the w
world as an individual and in so doing he was
greatly glorifying God.
Tawney concludes that "among the numerous
forces which had gone to form it ( Puritanism.) , some
not inconsiderable part may reasonably be ascribed
to the emphasis on zhe life of business enterprise
as the appropriate field for Christian endeavor,
and on the Qualities needed for success in it, which
was characteristic of Puritanism." Puritanism of
the following centuries built on rather than added
to that which preceeded the beginning of the In-
dustrial Kevolution.
"The Capitalistic spirit',' Tawney insists, is
not a product of the Puritanical doctrines, its
beginning is much earlier but it did find new stren-
gth in later Puritanism. Early Calvinism vas much
a*
opposed to it but gradually, aa in tho ooiiac of indi-
vidual responsibility in worldly activity came to
fill an increasingly important olace in its social
theory it found room for the"capitalis t ic spirit."
It was an adjustment over several centuries. All
Calvinism passed through much the same transition.
1. Ibid. p. 272.
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Calvinism "had begun by being the very soul of auth-
oritarianxregimentat ion . it ended by being the
1
vehicle of an almost utilitarian individualism."
THE CAPITALISTIC SPIRIT
These centuries of development have been dis-
cussed by Tawney with the aim of finding their
relationship to the Capitalistic spirit. &e has
pointed out three changes in this period. First,
the rise of the naturalistic science of society
with all the- inner possibilities it holds. Second,
the withdrawal of the Christian Church from complete
control of the departments of economics and social
theory. Third, the acceptance in part by the
thinking populace or at least its leaders of those
ethical values which sanctioned and stimulated
pecuniary gain. Coupled with the expansion of trade
and the rise of new political units went the
significant contraction of the scope of religion.
The Church had at one time been the importan^actor
in society. Ethics, theology, human activities,
were aligned with spiritual destiny. The reason
for the separation of these naturally unified factors
has been suggested above. The Reformation began
with Mfo falling within a unifiod scheme with
1. Ibid. p. 226.
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all life falling within a unified scheme having
religion^ at the apex of all. Natural law was the
guide of conduct. Only later did the consideration
of utility enter. Moral standards tested economic
transactions (theoretically) rather than markets
and above all rode the guardian angel of tradition.
In many respects the Church directly controlled the
practical. But with the increasing reliance on the
State came the secularizing of social practices ard
laws to such an extent that by the time of the Res-
toration a great transformation had taken place.
Religion had been robbed of its position as a unify-
ing agent of society. It was made a parallel with
other factors within society. Economic expediency
replaced the law of right in determining policies.
The spiritual man was being neglected for the econ-
omic. And as the parallel of religion with other
act ivft/forces impressed itself on society, laws were
drawn up which were applicable only to their separ-
ate interests. The religious forces found an abode
in man's soul and the ethical demands found a lodg-
ing in a comfortable Christian ambiguity which was
rarely applied to the realm of economics. The separ
ation between the traditional forces of religion and
the new economy resulted in each dealing with its
own field of activity. The later 17th century rel-
igionists were more or less hardened to the commerci
•
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civilizat ion . They realized their social ethics
were inadequate but, being unable to re-state them
in their day's needs, turned to the individual, for-
getting the spiritual significance of society and
the possibilities of moulding it into the Kingdom
of Heaven.
The control of the Church, had b e in definitely
withdrawn f/rom the field of economics and relis-ion
inX broader sense, had been implanted in the lives
of the individuals. The Reform groups had recognized
the economic ambitions of man as being of spiritual
significance so had sanctioned its growth, attempting
to direct it. In the century following 1760 it was
found that economic ambition and economic freedom
1
were "good servants (but) bad masters." With the
introduction of machinery and its accompanying society
these hallowed practices lest their religious con-
nections and expediency ruled supreme. Efficiency
was turned from an instrument into a primary object.
In so doing it destroyed itself. The unity of pur-
pose, which naturally involves a consideration of
values, was destroyed. When economic considerations
are made primary the ideal which represents the true
nature of man vanishes. It was the ideal of the
Church to exalt the true nature of man above econ-
omic considerations and make it possible to find
l.Ibid. p. 282.
<
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natural expression in every walk of life. Through
discipline it attempted to weave these ideals into the
warp and woof of the indivual and society. They did
not succeed but the world needs not condemn too severely.
1
It needs to regard the"reachn as well as the"graso."
This separation from the ideal, Tawney believes,
is definitely anti-Christian. It is true that in all
civilizations there has been an exploitation of the
weak by the p/owerful but the teachings of modern
civilization go further than this crude practice. It
is their assumption that "the attainment of material
aiches is the supreme object of human endeavor and the
final criterion of human success... Compromise is..
•
impossible between the Church of Christ and the idol-
2
atry of wealth." Capitalism, of the modern day, there-
fore, cannot be paralleled with the teachings of the
Founder of Christianity. Tawney refers to a state-
ment by Mr. Keys who condems capitalism as being
"'absolutely irreligious, without interAal union,
without much public spirit, often though not always,
a mere congeries of possessors and pursuers.'
"
Against this religious leaders have waged a battle
during these centuries. However, capitalism has
been the result.
1. Ibid. p. 285.
3. Ibid. p. 386.
2. Ibid. p. 286
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CKAP'i'EK IV
A COMPARISON OF TAWNEY
AND WEBER.
The remarkable similarity in
these two books speaks for
itself as one reads the fore-
going pages. The differences
apparent are more in degree
than in contradictory viewpoints.
Within almost every major con-
sideration there is a degree
of agreement as well as an in-
dividual viewpoint expressed.
In this chapter I will show
the emphasis each author makes
on certain matters of extreme
importance and conclude with
Tawney's criticisms of Weber.
1
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?m CAPITALISTIC SPIRIT
Weber' a first purpose is to justify his limit-
ation of the "spirit of capitalism" to that whieh
is "identical with the pursuit of profit, and for-
ever renewed profit, by means of continuous, rational,
1
capitalistic enterprise." He believes that this
form of capitalism is different than any form that
preceded it. "unlimited greed for gein" which prom-
pted capitalism in "trade, war, politics or admin-
istration" in all ages of recorded history is neither
identical to or involved in the "spirit of capitalism."
2
"Capitalistic enterprise and entrepreneurs" were
known throughout history but their activities were
lacking in continuity and were largely individ-
ual undertakings. The petty systems of comparisons
of money incomes and expenses are of ancient origin
but they did not call forth this "capitalistic spirit."
The dominant characteristic was adventure or spec-
ulation. Leber's interest is with bhe form of capit-
alism that is a well regulated system, rational,
continuous, and applying the knowledge derived
from expreicnce in capitalistic enterprise of history
Wx-h the aim of pecuniary gain. This latter form -
of capitalistic enterprise has come into existence
since the Middle Ages. It has developed the
1. Weber, Op. Cit. p. 17.
lc Ibid. p. 19.
(T
i
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Western bourgeoisie class, which, he claims, is
akin to the "capitalist ic organization of labour
1
but not quite the same." Because this is a dis-
tinct type of capitalism which must owe its cause
to some influence of the ages in which it emerges
7/eber feels justified in limiting his discussion
to its origin and development.
Tawney criticises ,7eber because he discusses a only
capitalism.
the" above' form of fr« He believes that this wbic^h
,/eber designates as the "capitalistic soirit" is ^
not a new creation, largely the product of Purit-
anism, but it is a new expression of the age-old
capitalism v/hich embodied the "spirit" but in a, / /
2 '
different form. He writes that if by capitalism
is meant "the direction of industry by the owners Q^A*
of capital for their own pecuniary gain, and the i,j,<>*^
social relationships which establish themselves
between them and the wage-earning proletariat whom
„• .
••- iU>
they control, then capitalism had existed on a
grand scale .both in medieval Italy and in medieval
^^j^^
Flanders. If by capitalist spirit is meant the
temper which is prepared to sacrifice all moral
scruples to the pursuit of profit it has been only
too familiar to the saints and sages of the Middle
3
Ages." All this weber would include as "irrat ioal"
1. ibid. pp.23f. 2. xawney, Op. Cit. p. 226
3. Ibid. pp.84f.
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capitalism and not an expression of the" capitalist ic
spirit
.
M
The expression of the new economic activity •
was radical for its day. ^eber sneaks of it as
having to fight its way to sppremacy against a
whole world of hostile forces. A state of mind
v such as Franklin expressed) which called forth the
applause of a whole people, wo aid both in ancient
times and in the Middle Ages have been preset- ibed
as the lowest sort of avarice and as an attitude
entirely lacking in self respect." Of the break
of the new spirit into the older capitalism Tawney
also recognize-- the difficulty it faced. It required
as much "originality, self-confidence and tenacity
of ourpose as it requires today of those who would
break from the net that it has woven." Tawney
appraises the economic rogram" of the Puritans as
"a specific reaction against medieval tendencies'.'
So while there has been much said in this respect
I find XX faojpe^jof a ^verbal difference than a real
one, Both recognize the presence of a new element
whi.ch began forcing itself Qnto the traditional
capitalistic organizatxon during the Renaissance
and the Reformation. whether it be called a new
"capitalistic spirit" or a new expression of the
aged ''spirit is of little conseouence to our further
c onsiderat ions
.
1
2
J'
1
.
3.
^eber. Up. uit. p. 56.
Tawney. Up. Cit. pp.l31f
2. Ibid. Forword xawney p.lc.
< II
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CAPITALISjb u.kLAj.KD TO KELIGION
We are faced with a fact that; is common to
both viewpoints. A former capitalism existed
prior to the Reformation which was disturbed by
the intorduction of a substitute that somehow won
the approval of members of the society into which
it penetrated. xhe disagreements between the two
professors is centered chiefly around the conflict-
ing views as to what caused the new commercial
spirit to find expression at the particular time
and what led to the change of attitude tov/ard it.
The repulsive attitude ^mentioned above) was changed
to a friendly and congenial spirit during and
following fche Reformation. What caused this change
in attitude?
Both writers agree that the problem is very
complex and canrot be dontributed to one single
factor working alone. The relative importance of
different influences can be observed only with a
degree of uncertainty. Weber, in Tawney's opinion,
in his effort to detect the rcost important influ-
ence tends to underestimate other factors which were
liKewise engaged in the transformation. He mentions
the influence of heredity but has no definite state-
ment to make concerning it. He cecoenize's the r^res-
1
ence of technical possibilities but claims they are
not the "most important factor t j^ther it is within
1. sVeber Op. Cit . p. 24.
I(
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the social structure itself. Lav; and Administration
are important influences which make possible rational
capitalism but he turns them aside for a further
consideration. "Magid and religious forces," he
believes, " have in the past always been among
1
th^ most important formative influences on con-duct."
And upon this assertion he procedes to detect the
influence of religious opinion on the new" spirit
of capitalism."
Tawney 1 s attitude toward the influence of
religion may be compared to a figure he uses in
his boojC to exnress the transition the ethical mot-
ivation of economic activity underwent. He tells
us that during the fifteenth and sixteenth centur-
ies it was transferred from a position at the very
apex of life to become one of the parallel influ-
ences onlife. Rather than placing the emphasis on
the religious influence he is inclined to consider
it only as one among the most important influences.
Both the "capitalistic spirit" and the"Protestant
Ethic'; Tawney believes, are more complex than
2
,,'eber seems to recognize.
At the very beginning of the new form of cap-
italism other influences played a greater role than
did religion, in fact, along with the expansion
of trade and the rise of the new DOlitical units
JL. ibid. p. 27. 2. Tawney Op. Git. p. 317
t( I.
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there was an accompanying lull in the influence of
1
the church on all matters that were not entirely
spiritual. A secularization of society and business
as well as life in general is a phase of bj is Tran-
sformation which needs an explanation also. The
reason why economic expediency should replace righ t
in ascertaining policies iB presented by Tawney
as a factor gd ntradictory to the thesis of »<eber.
Religion, at this early time, was losing its auth-
ority over traditional economic enterprise. Tawney
says that a breach was made that has never been
healed, irresoect i_ve of the efforts of later
2
Churchmmn and the Reformers. The Church constantly
opposed rfether than encouraged Capitalism. On the
other hand, the Church of the kiddle Ages never
had as firm a grip on the individual's every act
or produced as virtuous a society as was found to
be in existence under Puritanism. Weber never
made the claim, however, that the traditional Church
or the older ethics ever came to dominate the new
commercial interests. Far from this assumption he
dedlared that the spirit ruling over the new commer-
cial developments was a new ethos.
1. vVeber Op. Cit. See page 75.
2. Tawre y Op. Cit. pp.278ff.
r1.
1
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PSxUfiUuULr^CAL SAi\CT±OI\:S.
Weber emphasizes the religious aanetiona as
bein. of utmost importance to the development of
the "capitalistic spirit." "An ethic," he believes,
"based on -eligion places certain psychological
sanctions (not of an economic character) on the
maintenance of the attitude prescribed by it,
sanctions which, ao long as the religious belief
remains alive, are highly effective, and which mere
worldly wisdom. . .does not have at its disposal.
Only in so far as these sanctions work, and, a ove
all, in the direction the. work, which is often
very different from the doctrine of the theologians,
does such an ethic gain an independent influence
on the conduct of life and thus on the economic
1
order, xhis is," he siys,"the point of this thesis."
It was not so much the sermons and the dis-
cipline of the Church that was influencial but
"those psychological sanctions, which, originating
in reli ion gave direction to practical conduct
2
and held the individual to it." The epoch of,
) the seventeenth century furnished its utilitar-
ian successor with the "conscience in the acouis-
3
it ion of money so 1 ng as it took place legally."
1. Weber. Op. Git. p. 197 The parenthesis is his own.
2. Ibid. pp.95ff. 3. Ibid. p. 176.
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As long as there were spiritual obstacles to be
overcome the spirit of capitalism could not Bake
raoid headway* as soon as these obstacles were
1
removed it progressed .by leaps and bounds.
Tawney admits the presence of such a sanction
in later Puritanism. He speaks of the "idealization
oft spiritual energies whieh found expression in the
activities of business and industry (as influences
that) drew the isolated rivulets of discontent to-
gether and swept them forward with the dignity and
2
momentum of a rel i-gious and a social philosophy."
Steele, in "The Tradesman's ^ailing" tells us that
the psychological sanction was ^resent. "By a
fortunate dispensation the virtues enjoined on
Christians - —diligence, moderation, sobriety,
thrift — are all the very qualities most conducive
to commercial success." Both agree, however,
that capitalism was neither a product of the Tradit-
ional influence of the Roman and Anglican churches
nor of the reformers themselves . Capitalism was not
a result of tYic'. theories oreached b> toe clergymen
SO' much as it was of the failure to meet these teachings
on the part of •. the' laymen . ' So the two,' it,
laymen and clergy, a/£>rked together, unintentionally
to produce capitalism. ')
.
1. Ibid. p. 25. . ' ' .
'S.Tai'/ney. p. 235, also pp.83f.
3. Ibid. p. 245.
t
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.Weber turns to the ascetic movements as the
agents from which comes the sanctioning of the new
commercial spirit. Luther's contribution to the
progressive spirit is his disagreement in one and
only one respect with traditionalism. He broke
away the walls of the monastery and allowed the daily
life of the people to be patterned after the former
monks. His chief contribution was the emphasis
on one's responsibility before u-od of laboring in
his calling, xhis did not necessarily stimulate
increased efforts for it was impossible to trans-
fer from one calling to another. It did fallow
work in the world and from this to ..alvin's idea
of the calling is a very normal step. Luther did
not accept the intervention of newer capitalism as
in any way connected with God's plan. Constantly
he fought against it, just as traditionalism was
doing and as the Church of England did later.
Ke looked to the oast ratter than to the future.
^oth,- ' writers interoret .Luther's contribution in
1.
much the same way. it was not in Lutheramism
that the "capitalistic spirit" found its guardian
angel.
±bid. 24, 163., Weber. Op. Cit. p. 85
<
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Calvin accepted the idea of the calling intro-
duced by Luth4r but .crave it a new significance.
Through his doctrine of predestination all individ-
uals, whether elect or darmaed were inuirecbiji stimulated
better their mode of living. Later Galvinists con-
sidered activity in the world as necessary to verify
\ixia m&Ke tne election auojectively sure. . But
the item of chief importance in this consideration is
that while Luther had built his idea of the calling
on the ethics of the Middle Ages, Calvin was among
the first to acknowledge the presence of the new
commerical interests and built bis code of ethics
upon them* Calvin taught that in order to better
glorify God it was necessary to utilize the whole
of one's life in a systematic effort to m?;ke the
most of every moment. This rationalization of life,
which was later more fully realized/inder the Pur-
itan movement, is what Weber considers to be not
only the chief contribution of Calvinism to the
spirit of capitalism but chief__o£^ all social and
religious sanctions to the rising capitalistic
spirit. And because a psychological acknowledgement
was necessary before it could succeed ,Weber con**
tends, this influence was the one of first importance.
no
The acquisitive instinct is()more powerful in
recent centuries than it has been throughout history,
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the economic interests are not stronger now than
before. The rationalization of the expressions of
our acquisitive natures and our economic interests
has produced the capitalism in which we find our-
selves. The whole Puritan outlook which "favored
the development of a rational bourgeois economic
life;... was the most important, and above all the
only consistent influence in the development of
that life. It stood at the cradle of the modern
1
economic man."
Weber's conclusions were greatly influenced
by nis study of the environment in which he lived.
in
Protestants were almost universally} great er pros-
perity than were their Catholic countrymen. Tawney
is alwa aware of this truth. He recognized the
Protestants to be the "most modern and progressive
2
elements in the life of the age." Weber attributed
this truth to the drive that stood behind their
efforts to gain wealth in order to expand their bus-
iness enterprises and thus greater glorify God.
The capitalistic spirit is that which has made the
statement true that "capitalism was the social
3
counterpart of Calvinistic theology." Intermixed
with all types of conditio s it produced very sim-
ilar results. The Puritans were broken from their
traditional background as they left their homeland
1. Weber. Op. Cit. p. 174.
o • p . d .
2. Tawney. Op. Cit. p. 104.
%%
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for the shores of America. A break in traditional
surroundings usually calls frorth a difference in
response to duties. T e Puritan reactions in their
new environment were much different t^han the reac-
tions found among their former English neighbors
who settled in the middle arid southern colonies of
America. Weber attributes this difference to a
1
difference of ethical promptings.
Within the scope of Puritanism lay the possi-
bilities of either socialism or individualism.
The tendency was so predominately toward the latter
that the first came to be looked on .with ill-
repute. This emphasis on the individual was strictly
in keeping with the good teac.i ngs of the reform
2
groups
.
1
The actual difference between the two writers
does not fcppear as great as is freauently held. We
turn now to a criticism of Weber by Tawney.
1. Ibid. p. 191.
2. Ibid. p. 224.
Tawney. Op. Cit. p. 17, 272.
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TAWNEY'S CRITICISM OF WEBER.
The agreement between the two writers is pro-
nounced. Certain points of difference have been
referred to. They merit a more complete discussion.
In the first place Tawney agrees that the
psychological sanction of religion is contributive
to the "rise of capitalism." Furthermore he believes
that .in Puritanism it received its most perfect
expression. But "there are several points," Tawney
feels," on w ich Weber's argusments appear...
1
one-sided and overstrained." It is in relation-
ship with this first agreement that Tawney takes
his first measure of departure. The emrhasis
in the discussion of this phase is questioned by
Tawney. The latter concludes that "Weber seems.,
to explain by reference to moral and intellectual
influences developments which have their orincipal
2
explanation in another region altogethe r ." We
associate the ethical sanctioning of capitalism
with Protestantism yet Catholic Spain and Portugal
furnished an economic imperialism unequalled before
1688. Predominately Catholic cities were the com-
mercial capitals and Europe's leading bankers were
3
Catholic. Tawney considers the "development of
capitalism in Holland and England in the .sixteenth
1. Ibid. p. 317
3. Ibid. 84.
2. Ibid. 316.
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and seventeenth centuries (as)- due, not to the
fact that they were Protestant pov/er^s , but to
large economic movements, in particular the discov-
eries and the results which followed them. The
freedom from traditional restraint which was grad-
ually being felt by many of the people further
away from the traditional centers was an influ-
ence in itself that aided in the break up of the
the old order. ;/hether capitalistic enterprise
would have been withheld until religious cnanges
furnished the "capitalistic spirit" is as doubtful
as to conclude that the religio s changes being
enacted were the natural results of the economic
1
movements of the age. It is Tawney's judgment
that Calvinism and Capitalism were both results of
changes in" economic organization and social struc-
2
ture." Material and psychological causes go to-
gether. They naturally react on each other. It
was not in keeping with the facts th<=.t the psych-
ological dictated the pathway of the material and
1. Ibid. p. 316
2. Web
t
er. ©p. Cit. Tawney's foreword p. 7. Also
p. 14: There was action and reaction, and, while
Puritanism helped to mould the social order, it was,
in its turn, moulded by it. It is instructive to
trace, with Weber, the influence of religious ideas
on economic development. It is not less important
to grasp the effect of the economic arrangements
accepted by an age on the opinion which it holds
of the province of religion."
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and the latter was entirely receptive. Certain
factors entered in that were mutually influential.
The expansion of the known world due to the
discoveries and the inflow of Gold into the
the Old World ard no. mentioned by Weber. The
stimulation they gave to co.nmerce and business
was important, ^oming at the time the attempt was
being made to rationalize capitalistic enterprise
they furnished a certain outlet that was not :/et
controlled by the hands of the Church. For this
last criticism Weber has a word to say. To consider
the influx of Gold from America aa causal is to
1
confuse"causes with change." Favorable conditions
had existed in previous civilizations without pro-
ducing caoitalism. A prosperous era would not nec-
essarily bring it for those enjoying the greatest
advantages under traditional conditions were the
least willing to adopt the new capitalism. Its
greatest opportunity was furnished by the frontier
of America where freedom abounded. Weber thus con-
tinues to support tr.e thesis that the ethical idea
was unparalleled in importance.
Rather than this one influence being allotted
the position of first importance Tawney distinguished
three movements which "have been worked into the
very tissue of civilization," the appraisal of which,
he feels, cannot be worked out"without presumption."
IU Ibid. lcf.
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They are: "the rise of a naturalistic science of
society, with all its magnificent promise of fruit-
ful action and of intellectual light; the abdicat-
ion of the Christian Churches from departments of
economic conduct and social theory long claimed as
their provinces; the general acceptance by thinkers
of a scale of ethical values, which turned the de-
sire for pecuniary gain from a perilous, if natural,
frailty into the idol of philosophers and the main-
1
spring of society."
The relationship between economic theory and
the transfer mations taking place in religious
opinion was very close. "The revolutions, at once,
religious, political and social, which herald the
transition from the medieval to the modern world,
were hardly less decisive for the economic character
of the new civilization than for its ecclesiastical
2
organization and religious doctr ines." Weber
acknowledges the influence of "economic development
on the fate of religious ideas.. to be very important,"
in which mutual adaptation of the two naturally
took place. "On the other hand, " Weber contends,
Hhose religious ideas, themselves, simply cannot
be deduced from economic circumstances." Their
1. Tawney Op. Cit. p. 277.
2. Ibid. p. ix.
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character is unique. The most important non-rel-
igious influence which they had to deal with were
products of political rather tnan economic circum-
1
stances ."
Tawney decides that the presence of Calvinism
was not necessary to the development of the "capit-
alistic spirit." Rather, ft general awakening in
Central Europe grew
; in importance during
the fifteenth and iixteenth centuries ,yf>ii£# found
expression in different forms, in economics, in
religion, in politics. This spirit was present in
England before a noticable penetration of Calvin-
ism took place. This auifikeninlr, spirit • appeared
there that made for definite agitation against the
traditional forms of economic activity and against
the Church and State that supporter it. It is true
thay did grow in importance as Calvinism spread
throughout England and among the Calvinists was
to be found the greatest expression of this spirit
But there was always an independent group, in no
way responsible to religious influence which were
important. The Church of England gave up in despai
for they could not deal with them. The bonds of
Calvinism did not appeal to them. Because of their
presence and because of the interrelationships of
influences Tawney concludes that, "given the social
1. Weber. Op.Cit. p. 277.
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and political conditions of England the transfor-
1
mat ion was inevitable."
The reformation brought a divided religious
opinion rather than a unified belief. The center
of authority was gone at a time when Europe was
being remade economically, '^he "differences of
social theory did not coincide with differences of
religion." In face of the new social theories
both the traditional Church and the Reform groups
tended to e very conservative. They stood for
the medieval control of all life by religion.
Because of the divided opinion and the strife for
power the religious bodies catered to certain nrac-
tices, partly because of their doctrines but more
2
often because of the drive of circumstances. All
joined forces to quel the moral laxity of the day.
Just what emphasis did Tawney give to the
ethos ? He acknowledges Weber's examination of relig-
ion and social theory to be" one of the most fruit-
ful" and of great influenced on him, especially with
reference to the discussion of "the economic appli-
cation given by some Puritan writeus to the idea
3
expressed by the word calling." In the complexity
of the world of change among the most influential
forces working toward the mod.rn economic civili-
zation was the sanction placec on the new commercial
1. Ibid. p. 234.
3. Ibid. p. 316.
2. Ibid. p. 82
r"-
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enterprises by the Reform groups. Tawney is not
himself decided whether later Puritanism, which
most perfectly represents the 'capitalistic spirit,
owes its development to its ethical teachings or
the impact of social and economic conditions upon
it. That it departed from the letter of the law
of its founded, Calvin, is not to be Questioned.
That it was the cause underneath all of the devel-
opment of the "capitalistic spirit" Tawney refuses.
He believe other circumstances and other psycholog-
ical influences must likewise be considered as of
equal importance.
Perhaps at one time religion d id provide the
ethical incentive for capitalism. It is no longer
necessary and in our present day commercial world,
according to both Weber and Tawney. "The fully
developed capitalism of the present day..has become
independent of anv influence which religion may have
had in the past." Rather than the true nature of
man finding expression, modern capitalism has given
expression of only his economic interests. The
2
ethical has been withdrawn very largely.
1. Weber. Op. Cit. 154, 188.
2. Tawney. Op. Cit. pp.282ff.
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Influences other than Protestantism.
Tawney' s second criticism rests on his belief
that Weber touches too lightly the intellectual
movements that were "irectly connected with and
favoring the growth of the new commercial enterprise
and the individualistic attitude toward it. Prior
to the introduction of Calvinism into England, in
politics, in economics and religion this individ-
ualistic attitude was forcing itself into the midst
of traditionalism. Those who dared to depart from
the former conditions did so for the benefits they
could derive for themselves, irrespective of the
results to othsrs, therefore without consideration
of what moral influence they were exerting. The
emotional drive was not a feature of their enter-
ing into the new commercial enterprises. It was
a rationalization of the possibilities of the new
1
economy
.
"Machiavelli was as least as powerful a solvent
of traditional ethical restraints as Calvin," Tawney
believes. The slow transformation which took the
1. Ibid. p. 13. This fact is the reason for Tawney
saying (in respect to modern economic life) that
"the economic categories .. such as property, freedom,
of contract and competition, are as much a part of
its intellectual furniture as its political con-
ceptions, and, together with religion, have Drobably
been the most potent force in giving it its character."
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away the former power of the Church over every
ohase of life is a contributive factor to capitalism.
The opportunities for this expression of capitalism
were enhanced when, among other things, the State
gained political independence. A new social theory
was emerging toward the close of the Middle Ages.
Machiavelli had shared in this transformation and
the schoolmen and humanists had responded un-
successfully to its challenge. There was a grad-
ual break down of traditional lines of prodedure
and it found expression in a variety of ways.
Tawney believes it to be of great importance.
Weber acknowledges & transformation going on but
considers it as a part of the setting of the stage
upon which the "spirit of capitalism" was to emerp-e.
Weber oversimplifies Calvinism itself. The seven-
teenth century Puritans, Tawney believes, were in-
fluenced by a different conception of social ethis
than was adhered to by Calvin and his immediate
1
followers. The rigorous discipline of Calvin
would never have been accepted by later Puritanism.
Calvin might have turned on his popularizers of a
century later with the statement that "I am not a
1. Ibid. See p. 234.
Inconsistencies within Calvinism.
A third criticism offered by Tawney is that
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1
Calvinist." The extreme individualism of the later
Puritans, was a result of a secularization that
had been gaining among the laymen.. The seventeenth
century Calvinists of both England and Holland were
greatly changed. A juster balance was struck be-
tween prosperity and salvation. The minister's
theology was retained but he was forced to dispense
with his social ethies. In spiritual matters the
minister was necessary but he was told to keep his
hands off matters of business. It is Tawney's
observation that it is this individualism of later
Puritanism that is more in harmony with the Wspirit
of capitalism" than the rigorous disciplined life
Calvin advocated. This "attitude (was) so con-
venient to its votaries and so embarrassing to
2
their pastors." Calvin' s stronghold, Geneva,
had witnessed the decline of the authority of the
ministers in the consistory. The secularization
gradually took place until the breach between the
ethical and the utilitarian resulted.
Not only does Weber fail to reckon with these
changes within Calvinism, Tawney insists, but he
likewise falls short of the actual facts. He does
not consider the situation from the practices of
the laiety but from the preaching of the divines
.
However, in considering this criticism the voice of
1. Ibid. p. 107 2. Weber. Foreword p. lOf
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Franklin must be considered. He was not a Dreache-r.
He represented a common attitude to be found in
circles of Laymen especially in America. Weber is
not alt nfiQftinoir blind of other than Clerical inter-
ests. He presents both.
Tawney insists, further, that within Calvinism
i^tself the great variety of elements held such
diversified views of social policy that a common
.1/1/ ,ground of interest is difficult to detect. It 0/
not
' W ^Uu^
wasja steady movement for its emphasis was so dif-
ferent at various stages of its development. It
was not eonsistent in seeking a break with trad-
itionalism. Frequently it was noted for its con-
1
servatism. Eventually all diversified elements
were carried tnrough at least one tramsition (accord-
ing to Tawney) . Calvinism "had begun by being the
very soul of authoritarian regimentation. It
ended by being the vehicle of an almost utili-
2
tarian individualism." This being true, Tawney
questions Weber's ability to adequately discuss the
idea of the calling and its development. He would
confine its discussion to the hands of theologians
who might be more capable to analize the theological
3
and social implications.
1. Ibid. 8,9. Tawney Up. Git. 317. 2. Ibid. p. 226.
3. Weber. Op. Cit. Foreword p. 9.
•
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Weber was apparently more aware of the dif-
ferences to be found among branches of Calvinists
and especially among the different generations of
the movement. Neither author considers the move-
ment as fully as he might. Weber did recognize
certain factors that needed be considered in his
discussion. He wrote that "Calvin's theology
must be distinguised from Calvinism." Not in all
matters was this true but in certain matters.
Likewise, he felt the only consistent influence
that ran through Galvinism f om generation to gener-
ation was its purely religious characteristics.
The material expressions were constantly finding
new form. So Weber did recognize a transformation
within the Reform group, itself. Tawney's criti-
1
cism, as with the/ other considerations must not be
accepted with its full force.
1. Weber. Op. Git. p. 229.
2. Ibid. pp. 44ff.
0
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CHAPTER V. .
IS TAWNEY'S CRITICISM
JUSTIFIABLE?
Since the first appearance
of Weber's Protestant Ethic
there has been considerable de-
bate among foremost thinkers in
this field as to wnether his thesis
is justifiable. Criticism has
come from many individuals and
from many angles but in no
place is there a lack of respect
for the type of scholarly work
Weber has done.. Although the
criticism is severe in many
instances the thesis stands
as trie outstanding work in its
field.
r
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General Criticism of Weber.
Tawney based his criticism largely on two indi-
viduals, Lujo Brentano and Werner Sombart. A brief
suggestion of their criticisms and others will
follow befere we evaluate Weber's work.
1
Sombart, Brentano, Tawney and others suggest
that modern capitalism is nofe a result of a new
spirit but it is the constant march of the spjj?it_joJp
capitalism known throughout the ages 7;hich in itself
does not change but ^which is conditioned by new
economic environment. Sombart uses as a motto at
the head of his discussion of capitalism in his book
"Die Anfange Des modernen Kapitalismus" the state-
ment by Fugger that "he w}?fanted to make money as long
as he coilld," This is the same statement that is
cited by ^eber to represent the old form of capit-
2 .
alism. The idea that man is steward of his pos-
sessions is of ancient origin but Puritanism gave
the first consistent expression to the theory that
it is a duty to produce wealth from one's possessions.
Weber finds a distinction in the spirit that prompted
the accumulation of wealth and that which was char-
acteristic of the Puritans - not striving for wealth
in itself but constant ac ivity. In fact Weber's
whole thesis is built around this assumption. The
difference is not clear to Sombart. If such an ethic
1. Weber Op. Cit. Foreword p. 8.
2. Ibid. 170, 276.
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it was a product of rather than an independent in-
1
fluence on capitalism. He considered the modern
capitalistic movement, along with humanism, as a
part of the rationalization going on in the modern
2
world. All this Weber finds faulty.
Sombart traces the writings of Benjamin Franklin,
which Weber used as an example of the spirit of the
new ethos
,
back to Alberti and others of the centuries
prededing. The orcnmpting of Alberti and the ancients
was not the concept of indus t ria in the monastic
ascetici» setting which gained fullest expression
in Protestant worldly asceticism. Weber speaks of
Alberti' s form of capitalism as only a "literary
theory" incompaaable in strength to the religious
3
motivation behind the ethos . (This has been discussed
sufficiently in another connection so will not be
reiterated here.) Alberti' s writings did not find
social expression to the same extend Franklin'
s
did. They were accepted by nd thoroughly consistent
with the idea of the nobility. They were tradition-
alistic. Franklin's represented a new soirit and
were accepted by the bourgeoisie class.
Brentano cites the ascetic labors of the monks
as a proof of the existence of the so-called ethic
before the Reformation. Weber considers this critic-
ism to be very faulty for, he says, this very con-
1. Ibid. 51, 192.
3. Ibid. pp. 195ff
2. Ibid. 170, 276
I
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sideration is a "fundamental postualte of my whole
thesis: the fteformation took rational Christian
asceticism and its methodical habits out of the mon-
asteries and Dlaced tbem in the service of life in
1
the world."
Brentano car.not understand the rationality
of "the earning of more and more money, combined
with the strict avoidance of all spontaneous enjoy-
ments of life." He denounces it as irrational but
Weber insists th t the"spirit"did exalt this type
of activity and justifies nis statement on the
ground that within any rational system there are
elements that will not appear rational to critics
at contradictory angles to the viewpoint. But
this asceticism was a nhase of the idea of the
calling. Brentano believer the call of the gospel
to salvation was -resent in the lives of oeonle
of the Middle Ages. He did not associate it with
this idea of asceticism. And in just this resnect
Weber departs from many of the other economists for
he does believe the spirit was redirec ted/^v the
Reformation.
Brentano presents st/lill another argument against
Weber's thesis. I have mentioned it before in another
connection. The influence of i*:ach-.avelli in his
exaltation of egoism on traditionalism was said to be
1. Ibid p. 235. 2. Ibid. p. 265.
••
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as great as that of Calvin. The political thought
stimulated by iviachiavelli was a powerful" s olvent of
1
conventional restraints." Others have conveyed
this thought to the whole movement, maintaining that
rather t an confining the cause of this change to
Calvinism it was more rightly an intellectual
2
movement
.
Professor See Criticizes vVeber for limiting the
word capitalism to fit his thesis, he is con inced
,
also, thc.t the" capitalistic spirit" was present in
the cities of Venice add Florence of the fc rteenth
century and in Antwerp of the fifteenth century.
The fact that Hampers of a certain group of- people
accepted Calvinism does n.t indicate that Calvinism
produeed the spirit. Rather the spirit was due
equally as much to "large economic movements and the
socis.1 changes produced by them." Brentano lilcavfise
includes all forms of acquisition: booty, or acqu-
isition from industry; war or peace, as of the bum
5
spirit. Tn** spirit prompting the individual in
his quest for land under the feudal system was said
to prompt him to seek money under the new economic
4
environment
.
Mis Harkness accepts Tawney's criticisms of
v/eber with a few alterations. She believes that
Capitalism existed in form and in spirit before the
Weber. p. 8 ( Foreword by TawneyT"
2. 3ee Tawney Op. Cit. p. 82. 2.
3. Weber , Op. Cit. p. 185
4. Ibid. p. 198.
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Reformetion. In many of the Catholic centers during
the fifteenth century the" spirit "was found. She
believes that the development of Eolland and England
was d-ae to economic causes although "religious and
economic factors were so intertwinec that it is
impossible to say categorically that either produced
1
the other." She criticizes Weber because be doesN't
discuss Calvinism as thoroughly as he should. He
does not realize that the French Hugenots were much
closer to Calvin than the English, Holland and Amer-
ican Calvinists. Weber fails to include any dis-
cussion of the Scotch Presbyterians and greatly un-
der estimates the contributions of the Quakers,
Baptists, and other sects. Her chief criticism is
of Weber's idea of Calvin. Calvin, she maintains,
^originated neither the capitalistic system or the
capitalistic spirit... The forces of transition
which broke down the feudal agricultural regeme" made
the changes practie.ally inevitable. In Weber's
work Calvin is made to stress the economic aspect
fyr+^M^
of one's calling. She believes this to be a false ry^
emphasis. According to Miss Harkness Calvin's
chief emphasis ia on the spiritual calling. The
doubie meaning of vocatio appears very seldom in
the Reformer's writings. Neither does he stress one's
duty to labor. In fact, Calvin stood very close to
1. Harkness, Georgia John Calvin
,
The Man and his
Ethics. 1931: New York: Henry Holt and Co./ p. 187
2. .Weber Op. Cit. p. 89 (compare).
3. Harkness, Op. Cit. p. 210.
r!
I
•
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traditionalism. He emphasized the Bible nassage
"Let every man abide in the same calling wherein
1
he was called." This was more his message, accord-
ing to Miss Harkness, thsn «Veber Suggests. His
departure from Luther was almost .insignificant , es-
2
pecially in his social outlook. vVeber, likewise
overemphasizes the impersoaal element in the social
implications of the doctrine of predestination.
Calvinists wer^e always concerned about their neigh-
bor's welfare: both^for their souls and their
3
bodies. Miss Harkness believes that Calvin's
great contribution was his removal of the ban from
the practice of usury. He justified his act by
4
appealing to the scriptures.
*
Miss Harkness agrees with /Leber's thesis in
four points: 1. That a correlation between the devel-
opment of capitalism and Calvinism did exist. 2. The
difference in attitude between the sense of an obli-
gation to make money and greed for gain exists.
3. The Beruf o calling of Luther and Calvin gained
new religict/.s significance (Her relation of Calvin
to Luther, see above). 4. The same system that
demanded the acquisition of wealth was the undoing
of religion.
Miss Harkness* cri icism of w'eber shows where
her main interest lies. Her interpreta/t ion of
1. 1. Cor. 7:20.
2. garkness Op. Cit. p. 212. Troeltsch would disagree see
Troeltsch, Ernst. Pr otestant Progress t New York: William & Norgate
p. 54.
3. Harkness Op. Cit. p. 189. 4. Ibid. p. 201. 5. Ibid. t>.190f.
r(
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Weber is with Calvin in mind. Aside from the criti-
cisms of Calvin her conclusions follow those arrived
at by Brentano and Tawney.
Mr. Hall in his book The Religious Background
of American Culture fe&ls that Weber has built up
a case. Certain religions did contribute to the
ascetic idea. The desert reli'ions: Judaism, espec-
ially, was one. Those elements of Calvinism that
remind us of capitalism were the result of a class
struggle going on which emanated, as it were, virtues
from the conflict. Kather than Calvinism being
similar to r©esent day capitalism it was very dif-
ferent. As capitalism developed Calvinism declined.
'J-'he significance of Calvinism in modern capitalism
is greatly questioned. Mr. Hall believes that
Erasmus and Spinoza were of greater influence in
Holland to bring bout the acceptance of the new
economic order than was Calvin.
The contrast of Hall's ideas to Weber's is
self apparent. Weber's ethical ideal, in Hallls
mind was of less consequence • than the economic and
1
intellectual interests.
Other attempts have been made to fasten the
responsibility for the rise of capitalism on other
movements than Calvinism. BrodBitz, criticizing
1. Hall, Thomas Cuming. The Religious Background
of American Cul ure
,
"BosTon: ETCtXe brown and (Jo.,
1930. p. 210.
Il
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English Economic History gives Ifyeliff credit for
feeing the instigator of the ideas out of which o-rew
1
the"Prot estant ethxc." The efforts of Sombart to
relate the capitalistic spirit to the Jewish faith
is a more striking adventure. Sombart gained the
Lnspiratlon for his study from V/eber's "Protestant
Ethic." He maintains that" there is an almost uniaue
2
identity of view between Judaism and Puritanism."
In both is to be found the "preponderance of rel-
igious interests, the idea of divine rewards and
punishments , asceticism within the world, the close
relationship ostween religion and business, the arith-
matical conception of sin, and above all, the rat-
3
ionalization of life." The Jew was an organizer
of business, testing all phases of his econom c
procedure by effie&ency measurements and calculating
the results he might expect. He rationalizes his
4
efforts. His business was a contrast to others
about him in the Middle Ages. He succeeded while
his next door neighbors failed. He was bound to a
formal exterior type of business but within there
was a motivation similar to the Puritan ethic.
Sombart' s judgment of the contribution of the Jew
T. Weber. Op. Cit. p. 203
2. Sombart, vVerner fhe J ew and Capitalism London: 1913
p. ,243
3. pbid. pp.249f. 4. Ibid. p. 51
ro
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is that they "above all other§, endowed economic
life with its modern spirit: they seized upon the
essential idea of capitalism and carried it to its
1
fullest development." In other words, Sombart
saw in Judaism what Weber saw in Calvinism - the
"capitalistic spirit."
Weber comments that Judaism belongs to the ir-
rati nal form of capitalism. The Jewish capitalists
were speculative piriah-caoitalist^s in contrast
2
to the Puritan bourgeoisie organization of labor.
Their importance is not without recognition, however,
for in a survey of the st . dents in educational
institutions of Germany it was found that Jews sur-
passed the Protestants in attendance at school in
percentage to their population as greatly as the
Protestants surpassed the Catholics. Weber's usd
of the difference between Protestants and Catholics
furnishes the tight to use this other difference ,also
.
2
Weber fails to reach any conclusions concerning it.
Troeltsch, in his work The Social Teachings of
the Christian Church says that Sombart "is certainly
his
w^rong inO comparison between Puritanism and Judaism,
based on the argument that Calvinism lay so much
emphasis upon the uld Testament. For the Calvinistic
economic spirit is quite different from that of
Judaism and their donnection with the Old Testament
1. Sombart, Op. Cit. p. 21.
2. Weber. Op. Cit. p. 271
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1
is very complicated."
The Jews did not contribute an ethic that was
adopted by the world at large. They did not develop
a rational system that fit the needs of the com-
mercial classes of the day. Many of their formulas
have been accepted by the Protestant^. Their con-
tribution was largely indirect. Their success sti-
mulated the failing traditional man to put forth a
greater effort. 'heir activity was at least partly
responsible for the reaction against the traditional
system which, in the hands of the Catholics, failed
to result in the same degree of prosperity for them
that the Jews found in it. Irrespective of where
the Calvinists received the idea oj" their ethics
it was expressed differently than the Jews. So I
consider Sombart's whole theory to be faulty at best.
Ernst Troeltsch believes that Weber has "com-
pletely proved his case, though perhaps it ought to
be more strongly emphasized that the special char-
acter of the Reformed asceticism was partly deters
mined by the special conditions of the commercial
situation in ohe wester countries, and more especially
by the exclusion of Dissent from Political life with
its opportunities and responsibilities, just as,
on the other hand, the Lutheran view became emphaaized
during the economic decline in Germany." The 6atholics
1. Troeltsch. Op. Cit. p. 135.
Troeltsch. Krnst, The Social •Jbeachir. s of the
Christian Churches New xork: Macmillan Co. T9~31 p. 918
2. xroeltsch up. Cit. P. P. p. 138
•
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and Lutherans did not have the same incentive to
follow a rational ascetic life as the oalvinists for
they did not believe their salvation depended or at
least was expressed by constant effort in worldly
activity, m Calvinistic circles it was alone pos-
sible "to combine modern economic activity with
1
Christian thought." Calvinists accepted the modern
economic situation and furnished the fethic which
contributed greatly to further the economic devel-
2 •
opment
.
«> ohn M. Mecklin, also, agrees with yi/eber that
Calvinism found expression in capitalism. He further
agrees that the " ecclesiastical" ethic has been
3
replaced by a secular ethic.
xhe criticisms we have surveyed are of a
varied natux-e but they have, save for one, tended
to limit Leber's idea of che Protestant Ethic.
are
Their conclusionsOnot final. The field is not ex-
hausted for in dealing with transitions the natural
point of departure must necessarily limited. Each
individual looks at the transition from his own
point of view and interprets the changes through the
eyes of one working in a specific field, xhe inter-
esting thing is that there is so much in common to be
found among these thinkers in this field.
Ho flroeltsch Up. Git. Social Teachings p. 647.
2. " 1 " P. P. pTBTT
3. Mecklin, *iohn. M. Introduction to Social ethics
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., T§20.
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COHCLUSIOHS
We have made a survey of Tawney's criticism
of Weber followed by criticisms offered by others.
We now turn to a considerati n of the necessity od?
qualifying Weber's idea of the "Protestant Ethic."
Weber investigates the degree of prosperity
among his countrymen. Those who have come under
the influence of that which he designates as the
"Protestant Ethic," he finds, are in the higher pos-
itions in labor and are financially better able to
enjoy the privileges of life. The Catholics, still
too greatly dominated economically by the traditional
ethic, are found in positions reouiring less skill
and are more frequently devoid of privileges en-
joyed by the Protestants.
In respect to the nations of bine world we can
draw the same conclusions. The Orient is most dis-
tant from the "spirit of capitalism." It is lacking
in the enterprising spirit and enthusiasm which
characterizes progressivism. The countries of
Catholic South America may be contrasted with Prot-
estant North America and the same distinction found
true. On the continent of Europe, prior to the War,
the Catholic countries: Spain, Portugal, Italy
and the Balkan, were struggling far behind the
Protestant counteries of northern Europe. IN Russia
D
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traditional capitalism reigned supreme. It waa one
of ohe most backward nations of the world. Since
the Revolution the"capitalistic spirit" has found ex-
pression Sunder the cloaks of the social emphasis)
and the transformation therin has been most pronounced.
The spirit motivating the Russians today is in
great contrast to the pre-war traditional spirit.
Weber maintains that a new spirit taken from
the cloister and expressed in the world is respon-
sible for these differences. I'awney is convinced
that it is the old spirit of capitalism: the greed
for gain, the selfish desires, reclothed with new
garment s . In his mind it is the old traditional
spirit as it has been t ransformed in a new
environment. In the midst of the traditional cap-
italism of the Middle ages the monastic rules of
life were very apparent departures. The spirit
motivating this energetic labor - for a cause -
was different than the motivation behind the common
enterprise of trie d^y. Calvin traces his influence
more directly to the monastery than to medieval
traditionalism, to a certain extent both Tawney
and Weber agree with this contention but the sug-
gestion by Tawney that it is an outgrowth of the
former capitalistic spirit , without having this em-
phasis in mind, does not strike as true to the
real facts as does Weber.
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It is immaterial to me whether we speak of fchis
as a new spirit or a spirit that has undergone a
transformation (Tawney) . The important thing is
that a new emphasis was struck. There was the pres-
ence of something in the spirit underlying worldly
activity that was not present during the middle
ages, that has not been adopted by the Catholic
countries today, that, when accepted transformed
the commercial life of Northern Europe and has mos£
recedtly transformed Russia. Both Tawney and vVeber
acknowledge the presence of something different
than the old circumstances which has caused this
change. So powerful is this "Protestant Ethic"
fehat Weber feels justified in speaking of it as
the most powerful factor in producing mordern cap-
italism.
Tawney believes this spirit to be very impor-
tant - a psychological sanction as always important -
but its importance depends on many other transfor-
mations that provided a fertile ground upon which
this ^spirit developed. Tawney speaks of the general
awakening in all lines of thought that was taking
place at the beginning and during the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries. It made for changes in
economics, in society, in intellectual interests,
and in religion. It pro .pted the men who charged
new courses from Europe to the East. It caused men
to depart from the easy-going pace of medieval
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traders. it was expressed, in peasant rebellions
and in social revolutions. It spirited Machiavelli
to break with tradition. Luther and Calvin were
stirred to break with the traditional teachings of
the Church in an attempt to remake thespiritual and
economic man. Tawney believes that modern capital-
1
is was a product of this whole transformation. But
to say it was ultimat ely dependent upon any one of
these transformations, as Weber contends, Tawney
is now willing to admit. Generally these changes
occurred together but when any of them effected the
traditional centers the reaction usually closed the
possibilities tffor the others. In relation to the
extended and rerouted channels of trade the Southern
Europe/fan cou tries retained the position of super-
iority until the Armada but eventually that passed
into the hands of those who departed from the spirit
of traditionalism.
Weber believes that the "Protestant Ethic" was
given its most consistent support from the Calvinistic
reform groups. They took the rational activity from
the monastery and encouraged its application to daily
life. ±n a sense they did not produce capitalism
but they did make its general acceptance and more
rapid growth possible. in their own. circle the new
1. Weber would accept this, also.
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commercial enterprises, f/rowned at by Catholics and
Lutherans were adopted as the foundation on which
they buile an active and energetic life. Later Cal-
vinism and Puritanism greatly broadened the material-
istic implications. Perhaps the actual influence
of Calvinism will never be known but it is to be
1
noted that Calvinists were generally capitali ts.
Man's activity has to be justified in his thinking
before he can prodede successfully. Whether this
justification came from sources other than Calvinism,
also, we cannot determine, but it is known that this
specific Reform group sanctioned capitalism. It was
the first to encourage the new commercial enterprises
of the day and because it built its ethics around and
upon the new environment it was accepted by the com-
mercial classes. Into those countries into which
Puritanism penetrated most successfully the new cap-
italism is found. Furthermore, those countries, most
thoroughly dominated by Calvinism, are the best exam-
ples of capitalism influenced by the "protestant
ethic."
Southern Europe had been the center of man's
activity during the Middle Ages. The Southern cities
had been the commercial centers. Rome was the seat
1. Although all capitalists were not Calvinists.
r(
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of authority of the Church (and the Church had auth-
ority over all o&ases of life). Their position and
condition gave them the advantages of the new learn-
ing coming from the East and their wealth gave them
advantages over others at the time of the discover-
ies. But it was not the traditional centers that,
in the centuries that followed, made greatest use
of th - new advantages. They held to their trad-
itional form of life and allowed these opportunities
for which they were best fitted of all Europe to
enjoy to slip by. So while the opportunities made
possible by discoveries and the intellectual awak-
ening were even greater to the traditional centers
they failed to capitalize on them. They were not
challenged by the greater possibilities. Away from
the strongholds of traditionalism, among chose who
had revolted from -che spirit that tended to tie the
hands/of progress the challenges of the new opnor-
tunities were met with a resolution to better organ-
ize life about tnose advantages and gain from the
opportunities that wero being neglected by others.
^
ihe discoveries^ the runsitions in society, economics,
learning, and religion worked together to or.oduce the
capitalistic spirit but it was expressed most per-
fectly and more greatly encouraged by one branch of
social sanction than any other, namely Calvinism
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and later Puritanism.
Weber's aim was to define and trace the accep-
tance of the Protestant Ethic. In connection with
Calvin's idea of Predestination, rational activity
in one's calling was considered necessary. A nat-
ural result was ethical conduct. In traditional
circles worldly activity was refused sanction but
under the Calvinistic teachings it was considered
a phase of the glorification of God. Worldly ac-
tivity resulted in a constant inflow of money. Thrift
and simpleness kept them from spending it. It was
used to increase their ability to earn more money.
Diligent worldly activity coupled with careful cal-
culation naturally resulted in prosperity. This
was what was included in the n Protestant Ethic."
Weber believes this furnished the psychological
sanction that was necessary for the success of
capitalism. I am inclined to agree toftth him in
this assertion. However, I im -ediately depart from
his position by acknowledging some measure of
correctness to 'i'awney's criticism. The extent to
which Tawney involves the other considerations is
unnecessary. in the intellectual changes we find
the influences second only to the religious. But
rationalized activity without an ethical drive is
without the weight necessary for successful realization.
%
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The intellectual changes were i&themselves powerful
agents in the breaking up of traditionalism so made
the pathways of capitalism more ensXXj follow.
The discoveries and the general feeling of expan-
sion that Tawney mentions tended to break away
traditional boundaries which had bied life to lim-
ited channels, but the capitalistic world could
not have arisen through this influence. All forces
were necessary. They interacted on each other.
The result was a new capitalistic spirit, made pos-
sible, as a final conclusion, by the presence of
the Protestant Ethic, without which the advantages
of the other changes would not have been so prod-
uctive .
In so far as the advancement of capitalism can
be traced to any one cause it must be traced to the
"Protestant Ethic." Tawney's insistence on Weber's
allotting more emphasis to other matters of influence
is jyalid for, while, the psychological is the greatest
underlying influence the physical cnanges and the
constantly shifting emphasis placed on the social
implications of religion must also be considered.
Tawney' s criticism is not justified in withdrawing the
religious influence from a plane slightly in the fore-
front of the otners . He is just ified in emphasizing
the secular influences to a greater extent than
Weber does.
•t
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Lincoln once uttered a truth that
finds similar expression intthe
writings of Weber. He had been
speaking of moral and social re-
forms and added: "All such ques-
tions must first find lodgment
with the most enlightened souls
who stamp them with their approval,
in God's own time the will be
organized into law and thus
woven into the fabric of our in-
1
stitutions." The spirit of
capitalism first received the
stamp of enlightened souls who
gave it their approval. In God's
own time it was interwoven into
the v.«ry character of mankind.
1. Iierndon, William H. Abraham
Lincoln
, New York: D. Appleton
and Co. 1926. p. 158, Vol. I.
I»
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1930.
This book has been the most carefully studied
of all of the books 1 have used. There are
three specific studies that come from its
pages ; the Foreword by Tawney, Weber's thesis,
and Leber's volumnous notes. All have been
carefully studied.
Prom the notes I have gleaned the information
1 have regarding Brentano, Albert i, in part
bombart and Rachfel. The notes were also a
later interpretation of much of his former
utterances. They were reaffirmations. This
has furnished material for enjoyable study.
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